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ABSTRACT
The Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Pro-
cedure (MILS TRIP) was designed to provide forms , formats
,
codes and documentation necessary to attain one basic auto-
matic data processing (ADP) oriented requisitioning and
issue system throughout the Department of Defense. The
Navy Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (NAVSTRIP)
implemented the program in the Navy on 1 July 13^2 This
system prescribed standard format and data elements for
communicating supply requirements, action, and information
throughout the Naval Supply System and between services
This study consists of: a brief discussion of MILSTRIP
development; an outline of MILS TRIP/NAVS TRIP basic manual
requisitioning elements; and a review of several requisi=
tioning systems used in industry and business c The purpose
of the study is to make some comparisons between the requi-
sition systems investigated in an effort to summarize common
elements and to make recommendations for simplifying NAV-
STRIP requisition form (manual) and procedures
„
The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the
assistance and encouragement given to him by Commander
Sherman W, Blandin, Supply Corps, U So Navy, of the Q„ S
Naval Postgraduate School, in this research „ Also, appre-
ciation is expressed to the many persons who contributed
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THE PROBLEM AND DEEIiI ITICNS CP TERMS USED
I. Significance of Requisit ioning Procedure s and Forms
Emphasis on improved inventory or materials management^,
during the past two decades, in both industrial-business
enterorises and governmental agencies has resulted in many-
studies and research efforts,, In most business organizations
a substantial part of their assets are represented in invent-
ory, and effective control procedures are an important ele-
ment of their operations* 1 In many companies, including
manufacturing, stores inventories may represent half of the
company's net worth. In wholesale merchandising and depart-
ment store businesses, the percentage is much higher, and in
most cases the value of their inventories far exceeds the
p
value of their cash at all times.
Usually, such aspects of this management control area
as the determination of economic lot sizes and demand fore-
casting systems for raw materials, supplies, and repair
parts; development and improvement of purchasing procedures
and forms: imorovement of storage and materials handling
methods: and determination of economical and efficient
distribution or transportation methods receive the most
^Data Processing Division, International Business
Machine Corporation. General Information Manual, Inventory
Control and Material Accounting. IBM, 1961: 1.
^Hodges, H. G. Procurement the Modern Science of
Purchasing. Harper and Bros., 1961: 216-217*

attentioru The research and development efforts in the above
facets of inventory management have produced the means and
methods for many improvements, more efficiency, and more
orofits (or cost savings). Undoubtedly, many of the successes
realized from these studies can be attributed to increased
use of scientific management techniques of quantifying
problem elements and the development and extensive use of
computers in mechanically processing data for problem solving,.
Evidences of many successful applications of scientific
management can be found in the business and trade publi-
cations. Also, many large corporations have added operations
research or management science staffs, and graduate schools
of business have added whole new departments in these
subjects. 3
One material control process that is more mundane and
relatively simple as compared to a complicated problem such
as forecasting of inventory requirements is the requisi-
tioning procedure. The imoortance of this phase of opera-
tions is indicated by the trend for many years toward paper
records and perpetual inventories and away from control
through the physical stores themselves,^ Several studies
have indicated a policy by industrial companies of tightening
up on stock disbursements through the use of an approved
-'Data Processing Division, International Business Mach-
ine Corp. General Information Manual, IMPACT - Inventory
Management Program and Control Technique
s
c IBM, 1962; 1.
-••Ritchie, W. E c Production and Inventory Controlo
Ronald Press Co., 1951: 9l+ e

requisition which is delivered to the warehouse or storeroom
storekeeper. 5 Even though the subject of requisitioning and
the necessary forms to produce orders is not as thoroughly-
pursued as some of the more complex aspects of inventory con-
trol, the development of procedures and design of forms is
not overlooked. Numerous cases of efforts in this field were
reviewed in this study. In fact, many comoanies and govern-
ment ap-encies such as the Department of Defense have expended
much money, time and effort to develop requisitioning pro-
cedures and design forms as part of their over-all inventory
management system.
In some respects the success or failure of any effective
and efficient inventory control system rests on the premise
that there is a responsive means of providing information and
data accurately and expeditiously throughout all levels of
the system. Usually, such information as material require-
ments, receipts, storage locations, inventories, and issues
is provided by recording of applicable data on paper forms
Even though there has been a trend, during the past several
years, in both industry and government toward recording and
processing more and more of this information on mechanized
records - EAM cards, paoer tape, and magnetic tape by electric
accounting machines and computers - there still remains a
need to record certain inout data on forms, manually at some
-^Melnitsky, B. Management of Industrial Inventory
Conover-Mast Publications^ 1953° 193o

stage of the cycle °
Thus, it can be concluded that the procedures and design
of forms for requisitioning or ordering (purchasing) materials
are considered to be important, and they must be developed to
permit manipulation and recording of data by human hands
This is necessary to insure that appropriate information flows
throughout the organization - either to responsible personnel
in the form of orders, purchase orders, reports, etc* or to
the data processing equipment for compilation One can look
at a requisition document as a silent, unhuman, and yet dy-
namic messenger or vehicle of information for those concerned
with obtaining and using materials and supplies and those
concerned with the control of ordering, stocking, or issuing
of required items,
II. The Problem
Material Requisitioning in the Navy c With the advent
of the Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure
(MILSTRIP) and the Navy Standard Requisitioning and Issue
Procedure (NAVSTRIP), the Navy requisitioning procedure
changed fro™ a semi-mechanized one to a fully machine-
oriented procedure,, Since 1 July 1962, the information re-
corded on a requisition document has had to be coded to a
great decree and entered in a rigidly prescribed manner to
permit ultimate EAK processing,, Under NAVSTRIP, the
°A cycle is defined in this case as the process of
ordering, receiving and issuing an individual item of material
or merchandise for use in conducting operations,,
k

requisition and issue documents are not simple and mean-
ingful documents to the average consumer of material,, Todays
it takes a trained specialist to interpret and get some
meaning from the so-called routine order document in the U S c
Navy and in all Department of Defense activities,, This is
true primarily because of the desired mechanical processing
which depends eventually on key punching of applicable data
Unfortunately or fortunately, depending on the way one looks
at the problem, EAM cards can only contain a limited number
of characters; thus, the need for considerable abbreviation
and coding. Although this is true, the procedures must
accept manual preparation and processing for some levels of
the requisitioning cycle c
Statement of the Problem
,,
It was the purpose of this
study (1) to review so^e of the development studies which led
to the implementation of FILSTRIP and NAVSTRIP; (2) to examine
and summarize the basic elements of MILSTRIP and NAVSTRIP;
(3) to examine and summarize the basic steps of requisitioning
procedures and forms used by several U„ S corporations; (1+)
to summarize common elements in these requisitioning proced-
ures and make comparisons; and (5) to review some of the
problems encountered by Navy nonmechanized requisitioners and
make recommendations for alleviating them in the future,,
Importance of the Study „ The implementation of MILSTRIP/
NAVSTRIP inaugurated, perhaps, the most sophisticated, com-
plex, and all-inclusive requisitioning procedure ever known
to man. The orocedures, forms, and formats were developed

and designed as a requisite step toward a highly automated
inventory management system throughout the Department of
Defense.' It was essential to have a common language and
standard procedure in order to proceed with plans for a mass
suooly support system for common use items between and within
the military deoartments. MILSTRIP provided the necessary
tools for the furtherance of these plans Originally^ the
ideas were conceived for a requisitioning procedure that
would be used by "single managers" only; however, Mr T e D
Morris, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and
Logistics) directed the implementation of the procedures and
forms for most supply transactions among and within all mili-
tary departments.
The changeover to a highly mechanized system had far-
reaching ramifications to users in all services, especially
to those who were not geared to mechanization of record pro-
cessing.
Even though the procedures have held up "under fire" and
see"! to have proved their over-all benefits to the inventory
management system, certain problems have been brought to
light, esoecially insofar as the "manual" requisitioners are
concerned. The true value and applicability of the requisi-
tioning procedures should be judged, at least to a degree,
by their adaptability and applicability at the user level
(whether that level is capable of key punching order cards
'Ball, S, Mo Supply Management Progress Report
„
Monthly Newsletter - Magazine of the Navy Supply Corps,




or must type or write them out) and by the improvements and
savings realized in over-all supply support to the operating
units in the field, at sea, or deployed anywhere in the
world,,
111 • Definitions of Terms Used
The terms used in supply operations are not familiar to
everyone and are sometimes interpreted differently by differ-
ent people During the process of conducting this research,,
it became apoarent that supply terminology varied considera-
bly in industry and business c It was not unusual to find
three or more different terms meaning somewhat the same thing
from company to company. For example, a stock number^ which
is a number constructed in various ways with integers and/ or
letters to identify an item of stock
s
was called a stock
number, an article, item, line, unit, and product code by
different companies. To clarify some of these semantic
differences and to provide a common meeting between the
writer and the reader the following definitions of terms are
provided.
To acknowledge the reference to other publications and
to particular procedures discussed later in this paper the
following codes will be found in parentheses at the end of
each definition,
CODE REFERENCE AND/OR PROCEDURE
(NS) NAVSTRIP - use for reference
and terminology under both
MILSTRIP and NAVSTRIP.
(MW) Montgomery Ward procedures.
7

CODE REFERENCE AND/ OR PROCEDURE
(SR) Sears, Roebuck and Co e procedures.,
(NB) National Biscuit Co c procedures,,
(G) General - general reference and
applicability,.
Accounting Number,, An accounting; number is a numerical
symbol assigned by the Comptroller of the Navy to ships, air-
craft units, and shore activities for the purpose of identi-
fication on all documents entering into accounting processes,,
(NS)
Advice Codes . Advice codes are those used by the
requisit ioner to furnish data to supplying activities, such
as "Do Not Substitute." (NS)
Art icle Number c An identifying number for each specific
item under each department. (MW)
Aut onat ic Data Processing (ADP) „ Automatic data pro-
cessing emoloys a stored-program operated computer or other
processing equipment. The computer, guided by its program^
produces outputs from available source data without inter-
vention by man. ADP is often referred to as electronic data
processing; however, ADP equipment may or may not be elec-
tronically operated. (G)
Backorder ( s) . The holding in suspense of a material
request until available for issue Formerly referred to in
Navy terminology as an "Obligation,," (G)
Bakery and Shipping Branch
,,
The organization, personnel^
and facilities for baking and shipping NABISCO products to the
sales branches for distribution to the retail outlets. (NB)
8

Basic List „ The list which identifies those articles
which are centrally procured either by central baying offices
or mailorder houses and stored in the mailorder houses for
reolenishment of retail store stocks,, The articles so desig-
nated must be ordered from the mailorder house by the retail
stores. (KW)
Bill To . For all interservice transactions and intra-
Navy case sales, "Bill To" means prepare the proper billings
and "Forward To" the activity designated,, For intra-Navy
final title expenditures the "Bill To" activity is the charge-




The bulk ordering unit for each producto These
units are used by the sales branch to order from bakery and
shipping branches. The bundle is an economical shipping
quantity for loading on pallets or in large shipping boxes.
Sales branches are encouraged to order in bundle quantities
only. An example: a bundle of product number 2? - VERI-THIN
pretzel sticks, l\ oz. contains 95 packs c (NB)
Buying Department . A merchandising department of the
Sears organization. There is a buying department for each
division in the retail store. The offices of the buying de-
partments are located in either Chicago or New York„ There
are branch buying departments in each of Sears* territorial
headquarters, such as Los Angeles, Calif. (SR)
Cancellation . A total or partial discontinuance of
supply action requested of and confirmed by the supplier,, (NS)

Chargeable Activity , The chargeable activity is the
activity for which the expenditure represents a cost of
operation regardless of the funds used, the activity admini-
stering the funds, the activity performing the accounting, or
the activity preparing the requi sit ion (No)
Cognizance Symbol
,,
A one or two-digit code (letter and/
or number) to identify a commodity of material for inventory
control purposes within the Navy This code is a prefix to
the PSN on Navy inventory records and documents,, For examples
"N" cos identifies electronic equipment and repair parts c (NS)
Cont rol Store . A catalog-order plant Sears has eleven
o r these hupe plants (warehouses) in the United States. The
control stores buy, stock and issue (sell) merchandise for
customers - through catalog orders - and to retail stores for
stock and resale. In general each control store serves a
specified territory. (SR)
Control Store Pack . The smallest number of an item that
can be ordered at one time from control store or pool stock
If the factory pack is given in the Unit Buying Control (UBC)
pages, merchandise is ordered in multiples of the factory
pack to simplify packaging at control store or pool a (SR)
Data Processing . Data processing is the receiving,
recording, manipulation, transmission, and reporting of all
types of transactions. Data processing is the primary means
utilized by management in compiling information used to exer-
cise control over an organization. (G)
Data Transceiver . A digital communication device
10

capable of transmitting and receiving; information, with an
acceptable decree of accuracy, in a form suitable for direct
input to a data processing system (No)
Demand Code
,,
A mandatory entry of single alphabetic
character by the initiator of a requisition or a supply
directive to indicate to the management element of a distri-
bution system, whether the demand is recurring or non-
recurring,, (NS)
Disposition Codes The codes used by the mailorder
house processing sections to indicate exception action on
retail-store stock orders; e g c , PO-1 means "Out of Stock -
Reorder in Ten Days/' (WW)
Distribution Codes
,,
The codes which identify the
territory (location) and type of store (small, large, etc)
on all order and shipping documents,, (MW)
Division , A unit in the retail store that sells a
particular line (or group of items) of merchandise., Each
division is numbered; e g„, Division 6 - Sporting Goods,, (SR)
Document Identif ier „ A code (three characters) that
identifies the basic type of administrative action, the
specific subtype of supply transaction, and related modi-
fying instructions for each type of supply document used
throughout the requisitioning, processing, and issuing
functions or other types of supply transaction within and
between suooly and distribution systems,, (NS)
Document Number . A llj.~digit nonduplicat ive number con-
structed so as to identify the military service, Julian
11

date, requisitioned?, and serial number, (NS)
Except ion Supply Status , Any nonpositive supply avail-
ability decision alone or in combination*, i t e c , any supply
action other than issue of material in the quantity requested
results in exception status (NS)
Factory Pack , The number of items packed as one ship-
ment at the source. The factory pack may be one,,, two y f our s
eight, 12 or packed in dozens, etc, (SR)
Fill Unit , The number, Minimum Order Quantity (M0Q.) p
of standard pack units to be packed for shipment to the retail
store. This will correspond to the unit of storage in the
warehouse - box, carton, crate, bag, etc c (MW)
Follow-up, An inquiry as to the action taken on a
requisition previously submitted, (NS) (G)
Force /Act 1 vity Designator , (A Roman numeral) A desig-
nator established by each military service or the JCS which
relates to the military mission of the force or activity, (NS)
Fund Code , A two-digit code which may be used to cite
accounting data on Navy requisitions,, (NS)
Inventory Manager , Inventory Control Points and Defense
Supply Agency Supply Centers, (NS)
Item , One piece, or a particular size or color range s
or the smallest selling unit, of a line of goods. For example^,
items from various lines ares a pair of nylon hose in a
certain size or color; a piece of cotton cloth; or a set of
golf clubs, (SR)
Item Rat ings . All items of merchandise are "rated**
12

according to the amount of sales volume the Item is ex-
pected to contribute to the line or to the division For
example, item ratings begin with "Basic-basic" (BB) which
is ,eiven to the most important items c (SR)
Julian Date a The Julian Date consists of two elements^
the last digit of the calendar year and the numeric consecu-
tive day of the calendar year; e g os 2$52 - 21 February 1962„
The numeric consecutive day of the calendar year is found on
Government-issue calendar pads„ (NS)
Line of Merchandise
,,
An assortment of related items
grouped together for buying, selling, and all other merchan-
dising activities. While related, the items in a line may
differ in size, color, quality, pattern, or type (SR) (MW)
Mailorder House ( or Catalog -Order Plant) „ The organi-
zation, personnel, and facilities - offices, warehouses, etc-
for buying, stocking, and issuing (selling) merchandise to
retail stores and customers in a given region or territory,,
(MW) (SR)
Material Release 0rder o A requisition-type order issued
by an accountable supply-system manager directing a non-
accountable activity (usually a storage site or material drop
ooint) within the same supply distribution complex to release
and ship material,, (NS)
Media and Status Code A single-character code that
indicates the type status required, who is to receive the




Merchandise Departments, The designation of the organi-
zational structure by commodities of merchandise An over-
all descriptive title of a grouping of merchandise items e
For example, Department 60 is the designation used through-
out the organization for Sports Equipment and Items c Depart-
ment numbers are used to identify types of merchandise bought^
stored and sold through the mailorder house, retail store
s
and catalog,, Department numbers are also used as a part of
the identifying number for items ordered by retail stores and
customers,, (MW)
Merchandise Lines , A classification of items within a
department by general category of material; e,g os under
Department 60 - Sports Equipment - a merchandise line would
be firearms and accessories, (MW)
Merchandise Lists , The division manager's reference
book for merchandising his division. Each Merchandise List
(ML) covers one line of merchandise. The Lists contain in-
troductory pages, entitled "Merchandise List Pages" and "Unit
Buying Control Pages," The ML pages describe and illustrate
merchandise, give its stock numbers, selling prices, markup
codes, and "item rating" or importance. The UBC pages give
ordering information and are the basis for deciding how much
merchandise to order, (SR)
Merchandise Record , The record which provides identi-
fying information for articles which are authorized for
resale in the retail stores. This record indicates the
articles which are either centrally procured and stored
124-

through, the mailorder house system or for which open-end
type contracts have been consummated by Montgomery Ward
buying offices e The merchandise records give complete ident-
ification of each article - size, weighty color,, etc - pro-
vides ordering and markup information, and serves as a
document for recording inventory on hand, received and
"needed" by the retail store,, (MW)
Minimum Order Quant ity The minimum quantity of each
article which may be ordered by each stock order „ The MOQ
is determined by the minimum economic quantity which is
oacked and shipped by the manuf acturer c Articles which have
"standard" oacks are issued in the MOQ, to the retail stores
regardless of the quantity ordered by the store,, (MW) (SR)
Minimum Source Shipment „ The smallest number of an
item that the source will ship at one time c (SR)
Mode of Shipment Code , The mode of shipment code is a
one-digit alphabetic character which identifies the initial
method of movement by the shipper,, (NS)
Nonrecurring Demand A demand made on a "one-time"
basis. Normally, to provide initial stockage allowances^
meet planned programmed requirements, and to meet one-time
project or maintenance requirements,, (NS)
Pack
,,
The unit of packaging by the bakery; e g , one
oack of product number 2J contains six individual boxes of
pretzel sticks. (NB)
Parent „ An adjective describing the Chicago Head-
quarters of Sears, Roebuck and Co c , hence the "parent office c
15

Parent consists of the top executive staff of the company,
the central administrative, operating, and supply depart-
ments, and the buying departments,; (SR)
Passing Act ion The term is applicable when forwarding
material demands from one supply source to another supply
source. (NS)
Pool Stock (or Pool ) The items (articles) of merch-
andise carried in the mailorder house warehouse for replen-
ishment of retail store stocks (MW) A company warehouse
established for the purpose of distributing merchandise to
specific divisions in the store, especially to those divi-
sions where mass handling and storing of goods is cheaper and
more efficient than regular methods,, "Pool" operations are
similar to those of the control stores c (SR)
Priority Del ivery Date c The maximum standard terminal
date for normal order and shipping time required for a supply
system to effect delivery of items to a requisit ioner (NS)
Priority Designat or a The numeric entry made by the
initiator of a requisition which relates to the mission of
the requiring activity and the urgency of need for the
material. (NS)
Product Code Number . A numerical code (one, two, or
three digits) used to identify each NABISCO product - a
stock number; e.g., 370 - Ritz crackers, one lb „ box u (NB)
Project Code . A three-character code assigned to ident-
ify projects of a special program nature for recognition
throughout any distribution system. (NS)
16

Recurring Demand A demand to replenish material
utilized on a day-to-day basis. (NS)
Referral Order , An order used between depots, inven-
tory managers, or other managers in an established supply
distribution system for the purpose of passing correctly
routed requisitions for "not in stock (NIS)" items for con<=
tinued supply action when the initial activity cannot fill
the demand,, (NS)
Required Delivery Date. The specific calendar date,
other than the Priority Delivery Date
s
when material is
required by the consignee, (NS)
Requ i sition , The document originated by the requestor
to a supply point to obtain material,, The supply source may
also be in the activity itself, such as a company main ware-
house. In Navy usage, requisitions may be transmitted by
message (NTX), telephone, or radio when time is of the
essence. Such requisitions will be relayed in exactly the
same coded format as that specified for message requisit ions
(NS) (G)
Retail Store . The organizat ion^ personnel^ and facili=
ties for retail selling of merchandise to customers in a
s-iven area - a city or part of a city. The stores are class-
ified as small, large, extra large, etc.
s
according to annual
sales volume. (KW) (SR)
Routing Ident if ier
.
(RI) A code (three characters)
that identifies a specific supply and distribution organi-




Sales Branch o The organization, personnel, and faci-
lities (offices, warehouses, etc») for ordering, stocking^
and distributing NABISCO products to retail outlets In a
specified territory,, (NB)
Service Code „ A single character code that Identifies
a Service or element of a Service^ e.g., "N" <= Navy Q (NS)
Shipment Status Positive advice of shipment including
date of shipment, mode, bill of lading, or airway bill num-
ber, as applicable o (NS)
Signal Code „ A single alphabetic code having dual
purpose in that it designates the field containing the In-
tended consignee and the activity to receive and effect pay-
ment of bills, when applicable „ (NS)
Source „ A manufacturer who sells merchandise to Sears
for resale. Each source Is assigned an identifying number
for ordering purposes. A vendor who sells merchandise c (SR)
Status Codes . Furnishing of information from supply
sources to requisitioners or consignees of the status of
requisitions o (NS)
Stock Number o The identification number of each Item
It may be four digits that are prefixed by code letters such
as "R M or "0" and/or suffixed by code letters such as "K" or
M LW ; e.g., R2502L. (SR) A Federal Stock Number consists
of an eleven-digit number consisting of the following! first
four digits - Federal Group and Class or commodity^ last
seven digits - Federal Item Identification Number (FUN) used
to identify each item under each Federal Group and Class (NS)
18

Sub - Class c A classification of items within a merchan-
dise line by an identification of a specific type of item;
e,go, under Merchandise Line - Firearms and Accessories?
Single Barrel Shotguns and Center Fire Rifles « (MW)
Unit of Selling o The unit of each article which may be
sold to a customer (minimum quantity); e.g., each, pound s
pair, etc. (MW) (SR) (NB)
IVo Assumptions and Limitations
Assumptions «, It is assumed that there will be continued
emphasis on the development of a highly automated and quick
reaction inventory management system in the Department of
Defense o Machine-oriented formats 9 codes and forms will
continue to be a requisite for information input data from
all levels o It is also assumed that the ultimate goal of the
inventory management system will be to provide the best
supply support possible to all levels of consumers within
given economic and feasible criteria Any future develop-
ments in the requisition documents and other material move-
ment documents will be made to provide for maximum simplicity
and adaptability throughout the Department of Defense acti-
vities o
Limitations This research has confirmed a belief that
a highly mechanized data system has definite limitations 9
such as extensive coding due to limited space available on
EAM cards and forms „ This in itself results in unavoidable
complexities in the design of procedures for the preparation
and processing of order cards and issue forms
19

Obviously* the field of requisitioning and issuing of
materials is an extremely broad one For example , the field
encompasses such aspects as purchasing of materials from
vendors * Identification of materials >; special rules for re-
quisitioning certain types of materials, accounting data and
summarization of charges (or billing), shipping and invoicing
of materials, etc This study did not attempt to cover the
many requirements and variations of the procedures for re-
quisitioning of materiel o The study was concerned only with
the procedures and forms used by the Department of Defense
activities, specifically the Uo S„ Navy, and by several
business firms to requisition common use items of supply by
the consumer or retail level, internally or from a supply
point or supplier,. The investigation was directed mainly to
the consumer or user of material who must prepare his requi-
sition manually.
Early in the study, it became evident that the corpora-
tions contacted either did not have written procedures on
this subject or that they considered them semi -proprietary
and would not provide them c There were several cases, how-
ever, where they would have been willing to provide Informa-
tion if a personal visit could have been made to one of their
offices o Examples are automobile manufacturers, drug dealers,
and department stores «, Limited time for this study precluded
many visits and a thorough analysis of many commercial pro-
cedures o It is hoped that the data recorded herein even
though limited in scope, will prompt further review and study
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of the subject by interested agencies or individuals
„
Vo Review of the Literature
Literature on the subject of requisitionings per se, is
not easy to locate It is not a subject which is dealt with
separately since It is only one aspect of broader subjects
of procurement, inventory control, or materials management,.
This Is due partially to the greater attention given to these
broader subjects, the effort and costs of developing an oper-
ating procedure within industry and business that is con-
sidered in some cases semi -proprietary (thus y not available
for publication), and the detail and complexities of a
requisitioning system that is usually designed to meet a
specific company or agency needo Another reason for the lack
of literature on this subject Is the lack of written infor-
mation within corporations and the resulting need for an
actual case study of the procedures
Most trade journals publish articles on much broader
subjects o The only magazine that gives much coverage to the
subject is Purchasing «
With the emphasis on the need for an automated and effi-
cient inventory control system in the Department of Defense
and the recent establishment of the Defense Supply Agency and
the resulting need for a machine-oriented requisitioning and
issue procedure, excellent publications and reports are avail=
able on the procedures and forms used for requisitioning
material in the DOD«
Research Significance „ - No other research papers on
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this particular aspect of the inventory control field were
located^ One interesting term paper by LCDR R To Tinney^,
SC, USN, was read u In this paper he recognized the in-
creasing emphasis on mechanization for data processing and
advocated the early adoption of the proposed Navy Requisi-
tion/issue Procedures using NAVSANDA Form 1093 throughout
the Navy (in 1958) u 8
Sources Searchedo - The following sources were searched^
1„ Books on the subjects of material management
,
inventory management 9 production and inventory control , pro-
curement, and purchasing (in USNPGS library)
2 Selected business and management periodicals
(1958-1964) (in USNPGS library) A complete and thorough
search was made for pertinent articles and information on
the subject in the journal entitled! Purchasirygo
3o Technical research report indexes were screened
for the period 1960 to date No research reports by govern-
mental agencies or scholastic institutions were located
other than those published by the Department of Defense under
the Single Manager Systems Design Project - Defense Materiel
Management Program - Project 60=11
4o Government (Department of Defense and Navy
Department) technical publications on the subject of re-
quisitioning and material issue priority system
5 Operating procedures from selected U» So
o
°Tinney, R To Requisition Processing of Supply
Activities „ U So Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,




Corporations that were made available by correspondence or
company visits
„
VI o Organization of the Rep_ort
In order to summarize common elements and requirements
of requisitioning procedures and make appropriate compari-
sons between WILSTRIP/NAVSTRIP and requisitioning procedures
used in industry and business the following approach is
taken;
To review some of the development studies which led to
the implementation of MILS TRIP/NAYS TRIP
.
To summarize the basic requirements of MILSTRIP and the
steps in NAVSTRIP for the manual preparations, submission,, and
processing of requisition
To describe the basic steps In the requisitioning pro-
cedures of several U So corporations
„
To summarize common elements in these requisitioning
procedures and make comparisons of methods and requirements
Finally, to determine if there are elements of commer=
cial procedures which might be adopted in the modification of
MILSTRIP/NAVSTRIP to alleviate some of the problems exper-
ienced by the "manual" preparation of requisitions in Navy




DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIFORM MATERIEL ISSUE .PRIORITY SYSTEM
AND THE MILITAR_Y STANDARD REQUISITIONING- AND ISSUE PROCEDURE
^ ° Defense Supply System Background
The Defense Supply System is the largest business in the
world „ It is, for example , 17 times greater (measured in
dollars) than the huge General Motors complex It contains
over 3 5 million stock numbered items valued at over 47
billion dollars o These stocks are stored in large quantities
throughout the world to support the Uo So military estab-
lishmento The great bulk of these supplies are stored within
the continental limits of the United States in over 80 huge
depot complexes o During fiscal year I960, 109 million
receipts and issues were processed at this levels an average
of over 360,000 per day To manage this colossus the supply
systems utilize approximately 170 electronic computers and
200,000 personnel at a total annual cost of over 2 C 5 billion
dollars ,
At the end of World War II, the military services were
faced with the problem of disposing of huge excesses of mater-
ials that had been stockpiled during the war. With such a
large disposal program In progress, it was extremely difficult
for the services to coordinate their efforts As the years
^Federal Systems Division, International Business
Machine Corporation General Information Manual, "MILSTRIP"-
Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures - a
Summary o IBM, 1961s 2 e
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passed, it was noted that one service was disposing of items
while another was procuring these same items to meet its
needs „ This problem and the continual demobilization and
redeployment of forces, which created gross imbalances in
the structure of services' supply systems, pointed out the
need for interservice supply support
„
The first of a series of Interservice supply support
agreements was consummated in 1950 Under these agreements
one service provided supply support to an organization's
activities of another service » In some cases this support
was limited to certain commodities of supplies while in other
cases complete supply support was provided These agreements
proved to be successful from the standpoint of supply effect-
iveness and economy but introduced problems in documentation,
since each service had its own forms and procedures for re-
quisitioning and distributing supplies,,
A further refinement of the interservice supply support
agreements came about in the formation of the Single Manager
Supply Agencies o The first four of these Agencies (Subsist-
ence, Clothing and Textiles, Petroleum, and Medical Sup-
plies) were established by the Department of Defense in 1956
The purpose of the Single Manager System was to eliminate
overlap and duplication In the supply of items used by more
than one service „ The concept made use of the facilities^
resources, and skills available in each of the military




of Defense One of the main functions of the Single Mana-
gers was to eliminate interservice competition in procure-
ment of materials o Definite economies were anticipated from
obtaining better prices for items through bulk-lot purchases c
By 1961 approximately l e 2 million of the 3 5 million items in
the Defense Supply System were under the management control
of the Single Manager Supply Agencies
»
Introduction of the Single Manager concept provided the
basis for a further integration of materiel management pol-
icies and procedures, and dictated standardization in some
areas, particularly those relating to the requisitioning and
distributing of supplies „ Ideally, a completely uniform
system of requisitioning and distributing of supplies should
have been developed prior to the establishment of the first
Single Manager Agency o As each new Single Manager was estab-
lished, it developed its own system, usually influenced by
the background and training of the personnel assigned to the
tasko Staffing was, predominantly, from the service assigned
the Single Managership^, Consequently, several new systems
for documentation and distribution were added to those many
systems already existing,,
Recognizing the need for a comprehensive approach to
the integration of materiel management, the Department of
Defense established, in 1960, the Defense Materiel Manage-
ment Program,, This program consisted of a group of inter-
related projects designed to achieve further integration of
materiel management within the Department of Defense It was
to supplement individual service management improvement
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programs o The Single Manager Systems Design Project No
60-11 was a major project within this program Two of the
reports from the ad hoc committees working under Project 60-
11 are pertinent to my research efforts and will be discussed
nexto These reports are entitled^ Proposed Uniform Issue




1 1 o Uniform Issue Prior ity; System Study
One of the major problems in the processing of material
requests under the Single Manager System was that of deter-
mining the priority or urgency of the services 5 requirements
in relation to one another It was considered essential in
the efficient management of material supply systems to devel-
op a standard and common basis y insofar as expressing urgency
of need was concerned, for each military service submitting
requirements to the Single Manager Supply Agencies „ Thus s
one of the early studies under the DOD Defense Materiel
Management Program - Project 60=11 - was assigned to the area
of material priority systems
During the conduct of its review of issue priority sys-
tems, the committee found that each of the services had
devised an issue priority system for the guidance of supply
activities in furnishing supply support to its component
forces o These systems varied from a thorough Navy system
comprising 37 separate priority categories to a relatively
simple Marine Corps system of designation of priority by
"emergency" or "routine," coupled with an activity or
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mission consideration^ -^ It was confirmed that the sepa-
rate issue priority systems developed by the services had
complicated the application of appropriate supply effort on
the part of Single Managers, and military services in inter-
service supply supporto The study group found that, as a
result of the nonuniform issue priority systems of the ser°
vices, the Single Managers had to devise charts to attempt
to equate the various degrees of priority to insure uniform
application of supply effort on equivalent priorities
Since the Single Managers had encountered the problem
of equating priorities across military service lines s and
an issue priority system had to be based on operational
missions of activities, the Department of Defense requested
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to devise a uniform priority system
for the Single Managers and for use in interservice supply
support,, The JCS developed such a system based upon the
designation of activities by mission, and determination of
the urgency of the need by the usero The issue priority
study committee used this JCS uniform priority system to
evaluate the different services' systems
The analysis of the services s issue priority systems
revealed that in all systems consideration had been given to
the mission of the unit and the urgency of the requirement <=
This was particularly evident in the Navy and the Air Force
where the priority systems specifically defined mission
-''•Department of Defense, Defense Materiel Management
Program Project 60-ll o Proposed Uniform Issue Priority
System. v 2, Parti, November, 1960s 1
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categories and end-use or urgency categories As stated
earlier, the services » systems were compared with the one
developed by JCS, and a review of the approximations revealed
that there was little variance between those of the Navy and
Air Force and the JCS system. Even though the JCS system
could not be compared directly with those of the Marine Corps
1 ?
and the Army, a compatibility in systems was indicatedo
As a result of these comparative studies 9 the committee con-
cluded that the JCS system of Uniform Issue Priority Desig-
nators provided a nucleus for development of a uniform prior-
ity system for single manager commodities and would be work-
able for all military services
«
A major objective In the analysis of the military ser-
vices priority systems was to arrive at requisition process-
ing standards to insure delivery of materiel to customers
consistent with the mission and urgency of the need,, An
important consideration in developing processing and handling
standards for requisitions, was the rapid advance and use of
electronic data processing, electrical accounting systems^
and data transmission equipment,. It was agreed these systems
had greatly increased the ability of supply systems to react
to customer requirements „ Also, an overriding consideration
in establishing standards for processing was the dollar mat-
erial pipeline costs, with particular emphasis on order and
shipping time It was concluded, in consideration of these




Single Manager material stocked at an area supply source
within 30 days for a routine requirements Overseas customers
should expect delivery of Single Manager material stocked at
a CONUS supply source within 60 days for a routine require-
ment providing that timely transportation was available,,
Therefore, requisition processing and material movement max-
imum standards were established on this basis c
The committee report concluded with this recommendations
That a Uniform Materiel Issue Priority System be
adopted by the Department of Defense for use of military
services in requisitioning Single Manager commodities 9
for use in interservice supply support and for use in
requisitioning from the General Services Adminis tratiorio^
The proposed Uniform Issue Priority System was to be
based on the JCS system which discriminated in a uniform
manner between activities on the basis of mission and need u
The factor which related to the mission of the activity was
called the Force/Activity Designator (FAD)o There were five
levels of FAD's ; from Designator I - the most important mili-
tary activities insofar as mission was concerned 5 6ogo, U
S. forces In combat =- to Designator Vs these being those
activities of least military importance (reserve training
activities, for instance ) To determine In a uniform manner
the need of items requested, an Urgency of Need Designator
had to be assigned by the requis 1 tioner Items which were
required to permit the activity to perform its primary
mission were to be assigned Designator "A ?! Designators "B,
"




important to the performance of the activity's mission,, nD n
would be assigned to items ordered as routine stock replen-
ishment
With the combination of these two factors , the requis-
ite oner would assign a Priority Designator to each item
ordered* The proposed system provided for Issue Priority
Designators 1 through 20 as shown below?







The above Priority Designators were to be assigned
uniformly throughout all service activities, and the supply
points and activities would issue material based on the
urgency indicated by the priorities - the most important
being in the order 1, 2 S 3 S etc. through 20 u
The Proposed Uniform Issue Priority System was reviewed
by the Department of Defense, JCS S and the military services
„
With slight modifications, the system was approved and estab°
lished by the Department of Defense Instruction 441Q 6 of
24 April 1961. The Uniform Materiel Issue Priority System
(UMIPS) was implemented as part of the Military Standard









1 1 1 . Proposed Uniform Re
q
u i s i 1 1 on ing and
Issue Procedures Study
To assist In alleviating some of the documentation
problems y specifically those concerning requisitioning and
issuing procedures encountered in the Single Manager System,,
another study was conducted by the Field Procedures Section
of the Single Manager Systems Design Project under the Def=
ense Materiel Management Program Project 60-llc As stated
in the report, the objective of this study was?
To develop to the extent practicable for all Single
Manager commodities, uniform operating procedures
employed between consumers requiring and distribution
depots or supply points furnishing Single Manager items
of supply u These procedures must be simple , flexible y
and comprehensive to provide for consumer ease, flex-
ibility for emergency situations 9 and comprehensive
with regard to management control ^-4
In conducting this study the design criteria for req-
uisitioning and issue procedures at the consumer level
were s xo
1„ Maximum speed consistent with desired accuracy
2 a Highest obtainable effectiveness and efficiency
consistent with economy
3, Economical operations consistent with customer
satisfaction and mission,,
4 U Simplicity consistent with item management require-
ments at the customer level*
5. Procedures capable of expansion and desired
Department of Defense «, Defense Materiel Management
Program Project 60-11 Proposed Uniform Requisitioning and




flexibility to accomodate mobilization needs
6 U Uniformity from the view point of customers and
the supply distribution systems
„
7. Compatability with basic DOD and military service
supply concepts,
The design criteria for procedures at the distribution
or supply-point level were substantially the same as for the
customer levels
Also* to further amplify the basic criteria* other nec-
essary requirements were established to assure a uniform
system for requisitioning and issuing* such ass^
1 Standardized requisition format through consistency
of elements of data and uniformity of digital com-
pos iti on
o
2 Furnishing of supply status information through an
inclusive system encompassing all reasonable poss-
ible status consistent with economy and an effective
system of customer followup
3. Recognition and use of an "issue priority" which
indicated the methods of communications and specific
standards for distribution depot processing* and
related transportation to the customer
4. The maximum current and potential future use of
high-speed communications facilities transmitting






5. Current and projected mechanization of customer and
depot operations, including compatabllity with cur-
rent mechanized operations and adaptability to
future mechanization
The committee realized from the beginning that any uni-
form procedures would have to recognize and accommodate, to
the extent practicable, such widespread basic variables ass
1. Centralized vs, decentralized stock control and item
accountability concepts c
2 Manual vs u EA'M vs u computerized customers <.
3. Manual vs „ EAM vs „ computerized stock points
„
4 U u So mail vs „ high-speed data transmission^
These and other accommodations notwithstanding, the
committee believed that a system could be devised that would
be fundamentally sound, sufficiently simple, and yet would
contain the essential elements of uniform! ty
To achieve the goals of developing a simple, workable
system for supply operations between customer and depot
supply points the Field Procedures Section deemed it necessary
to observe and records
1, The basic requisition processing systems in the
Department of Defense
„
2. The various requisition, status, follow-up, ship-
ping and billing documents used by the DOD supply
systems e
3 The document distribution for requisitions, in-
voices, and bills
.
This was, as anticipated, a herculean task and involved
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many weeks of review and study by the committee „ Initial
information regarding field procedures was obtained from
departmental, Single Manager, and services" ICP directives
and instructions t A review of this information was supple-
mented by review and compilation of procedures and docu=
mentation at six depots and four consumer installations
Recognizing the multiplicity of differing military ser-
vice supply management concepts and organizations, the com-
mittee realized that a uniform procedural system would
require major adjustments in paper-work routines, forms $
mechanized systems, record-keeping techniques, etco, at
requisi tioner, depot, and ICP levels It was believed that
the system proposed by this first study was designed to meet
or accommodate most of the known inter- and intraservice
supply transaction requirements Also, the proposed system
could eventually replace most of the 16 different systems
then in use, provided certain accounting, inventory control,,
and command management philosophies were made more uniform,.
After considerable study and many conferences with ser-
vice supply representatives, a procedure that contained the
following elements was proposed J-*-'
1. A standardized line requisition format for all mech-
anized applications and a standard manual requi-
sition, both with standard elements of data, coded
as necessary in a standard method.,




internal supply system transactions required to
redistribute materials transfer material demand*,
issue supply status^ etco
3, A standard single line shipping documentation sys-
tem for movement of material, utilizing uniform ele-
ments of data with uniform document distribution*,
4. Complete systems of pre-established standard supply
codes for all coded elements of the procedures re-
quiring central assignment and maintenance
5, A uniform system of providing supply status and
shipment status to requisitioned and managers * and
a standard system of distribution of such status
6. A standardized frequency of requisitioning on an
"as required" basis
»
The proposed system, while recognizing the existence of
manual operations at many levels, was predicated on serving
the rapidly increasing use of Electric Accounting Machine
(EAM) and Automatic Data Processing (ADP) systems, and high°
speed data transmission facilities at and between requisi-
tioned and supply installations Consequently., maximum use
was made of coded data systems in order to guarantee an abso-
lute minimum of documentation necessary to obtain the maximum
supply action and supply intelligence The basic system de-
sign anticipated eventual mechanization of supply transaction
at ICP and depot or supply-point levels It further antici-
pated mechanized processing at larger requisi tioner activi-
ties e
Also, the system was designed to facilitate further
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degrees of mechanization such as "on line" operations of
two ADP systems physically apart , and to facilitate maximum
standardization and compatability between machine programs
and systems performing similar functions In spite of the
mechanization aspects built into the system, the committee
did not believe that the proposed system was sufficiently
complex or utilized coded data to a degree that activities
and personnel currently dependent upon manual operations and
manual input would be seriously handicapped
„
In encouraging the use of the proposed procedures it was
intended only that the level of requisitioned normally re<=
quisitioning on a depot or primary stock point be includedo
Intrabase or activity transactions were not considered intra-
service transactions „ Also,, the committee strongly endorsed
the recognition that the service requisi tioner should ulti-
mately be required to utilize only one requisition for any
material (federally stock numbered items) required regardless
of the designated source of supply. Another major consider^
ation was the fact that existing and projected mechanization
of depot stock-point and ICP operations
s
demanded a single
uniform requisition processing, issuing and shipping system
Thus, we can see that the committee was faced with
building an all-inclusive system In an extremely complex
atmosphere of varying requirements and concepts,, They were
able, however, to develop a format and procedure which was
accommodating to the many divergent needs of the different
Single Managers and services . Their ideas had far-reaching
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ramifications In regard to the future of mechanized data
processing, and as partly intended, provided the required
tool (data input format) for developing uniform EAM and ADP
systems within and between the military services In turn,
this would in the long run improve material management and
supply support within the Department of Defense estate
lishment
o
Since the scope of the procedure was so great and in-
volved many changes and adjustments within some of the ser-
vices' supply document-processing procedures, the proposal
required considerable study by many activities and commands
involved In adapting to its rigorous requirements. After
a detailed review of the procedures and their future benefits
to over-all Defense Supply System, the concensus was that it
should be adopted, not only on a Single Manager level, but
also for all Interservice supply transact! ons
IVo The Mi li tary Standard Requisitioning
and Issue Procedure
In pursuance of the extensive studies conducted by the
Field Procedures Section of the Single Manager Systems Design
Project 60-11 under the Defense Materiel Management Program
(which have been discussed in the two previous sections),
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logis-
tics) issued DOD Instruction 4140 17 of 9 October 1961 to
establish a uniform requisitioning and issue system (MIL-
STRIP). In the previous month (September, 1961) the Military
Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP) Oper<=
ating Manual was issued „ This manual established standard
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policies, procedures and instructions upon which all military
services and General Services Administration (for military
supply transactions) had to base requisitioning and issue
procedures employed between customers and distribution sys-
1 R
terns furnishing items of supply
Specifically,, the MILSTRIP Operating Manual established s
lo A standard single line requisition format for all
mechanized activities, and a standard single line
requisition for all manual use„
2 A standard single line multipurpose format for all
internal supply system transactions
3o A standard single line shipping documentation
system.
4 A uniform system of requesting and providing supply
status data
5 Complete systems of pre-established standard supply
codes for all coded elements for the several uses of
the forms
T 9
60 A standard issue priority system
7. A standard frequency of requisitioning system
The procedures established by MILSTRIP were mandatory
upon all military services and Single Manager Agencies
s
-^Department of Defense Military Standard Requisi=
tioning and Issue Procedure (MILSTRIP) Operating Manual
September, 1961s lo
19 Implemented as part of MILSTRIP under DOD Instruction




effective 1 July 1962, with the following exceptions s w
1, Marine Corps intraservice transactions
2o Internal transactions within posts » camps s stations
$
bases y or equivalent for local support of functions 9
organizations and activities satellited thereon c
3 U Perishable subsistence items
«
4 Fuels and lubricants
5» Inter- and intradepartmental purchasing operations
6o Forms and publication (GSA is not excluded )
MILSTRIP provides for the use of only three forms and a
specified supply transaction formate These forms are shown
and their multiple uses are listed in Figures 1 through 3 U
A sample of the format for submitting material requests^,
follow-ups, and cancellations via electrical message through
communications circuits is shown In Figure 4* A further
explanation of some of the preparation and processing re-
quirements for these forms is given in the following chapter
on NAVSTRIP.
Suffice it to say at this point that the manual form
(DD Form 1348) - Figure 1 - may be prepared by typewriter
or ballpoint pen. The mechanical form (DD Form 1343m) =
Figure 2 - must be prepared by card punch or other mechani-
cal means o The format of each is almost identicalo Each
block relates to specific card columns and these blocks are
arranged to facilitate punching „ The DD Form 1348-1 -
2
^Since the Issuance of MILSTRIP, other exceptions have
been granted,, Some of these will be listed in the discussion
of NAVSTRIP in the following chapter
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Figure 3 - may be manually produced and is also designed to
facilitate machine preparation using the Material Release
Order card as the source of data
Since MILSTRIP forms are designed primarily for key-
punching of a variety of supply information and there is
limited space in the number of columns in an EAM card, many
elements of the data must be coded An explanation of some
of these codes is given in the following discussion of manu=
ally preparing a requisition under NAVSTRIPo
The previous discussion has covered only the highlights
of MILSTRIP; however, one can deduce from this information
that a very sophisticated requisitioning procedure and for-
mats have been deve loped „ Such a complicated procedure re=
quired considerable indoctrination of many people prior to
its actual implementation (1 July 1962
)
Also, it was ex-
tremely important that an agency of the Department of Defense
be assigned the responsibility of maintaining surveillance
over the procedure and insuring implementation and continuous
operation in a uniform manner by each of the military ser-
vices. The Defense Supply Supply Agency, established by
DOD Directive 5105 „22 of 9 November 1961, was assigned this





DP Form No. 1548 y POD Single Line Item
Requisition System Pocument (Manual)
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DD Form No. 1348, DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document
(Manual).
This is a four-part (six-part for Navy less Marine Corps) form consisting of two
EAM "Manila" cards (arranged as the first and fourth copy), with two (four for
Navy less Marine Corps) carbon copies interleaved. All copies are identical in
format except that the original card does not provide for unit and total price data.
This form is used as a manual requisition, manual follow-up and a manual can-




DP Form No , 1548m y POD Single Line Item




DD Form No. 1348 m, DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document
(Mechanical).
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This is a standard EAM card. This form is used as a:
Requisition - Request by customer for supplies
Follow-Up - Notification by customer of total or partial cancellation of
quantity previously requisitioned
Supply Status - Notice by supplier to customer of requisition status
Follow-Up Answer - Answer to a customer Follow-Up
Shipment Detail Card - Furnished to overseas activities for Army ship-
ments only as a positive advice of shipment
Shipment Status Card - Positive advice of shipment except for Army over-
seas
Passing Order - An order used to pass a misrouted requisition to the proper
supply point and to pass a requisition from one distribution system to
another
Referral Order - Used within a distribution system to extract unfilled
quantities
Supply Directive - Requisitions created by management of a distribution
system directing shipment to a customer
Redistribution Order - Directive for redistribution of supplies between
storage sites and between users
Materiel Release Order - An order from an accountable point to a non-
accountable point for shipment (release) of materiel
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A seven-part carbon interleaved, pinfeed, 10 characters per inch continuous form.
This form is used as a:
Release document - from distribution point to consignee resulting from a
requisition.
Release document - for retrograde materiel or inter-base (post, camps,
stations, etc.) movements.
Receipt document - by consignee.

Figure 4
DP F orm 173, Joint Message Form
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DD Form 173, Joint Message Form.
This form may be used as a requisition, follow-up or cancellation and may be
transmitted electrically as an administrative message when time is of the essence
and other media are not considered appropriate. The data to be included on the
form will be the same as would appear on the DD Form 1348 or 1348 m if such
were used. Each segment of information is separated by a slash (/). Sample docu-
ments are illustrated.
Used as Requisition: /
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION
JOINT MESSAGEFORM
SPACE BELOW RESERVED FOR COMMU.-ICAT.ON CENTS*
PRECEDENCE TYPE MSG \Ch«ck) ACCOUNTINGSYME ">L
ORIG OR REFERS TO CLASSIFICATION
OF REFERENCE
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CHAPTER III
THE NAVY STANDARD REQUISITIONING; AN
With the issuance of the MILSTRIP Operating Manual on
1 September 1961 and the Department of Defense Instruction
4140 o 17 of 9 October 1961 s each Military Department was re-
quired to adjust their respective internal inventory control
systems to comply with MILSTRIP in its entirety,. Whereas
MILSTRIP prescribed basic concepts and documentation., each
service was responsible for developing its own detailed
implementation procedures - the Army Issuedits DARRISj, the
Navy its NAVSTRIP, and the Air Fore* its MILSTRIPo 22
During the latter part of 1961, the Navy Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts , as directed by the Secretary of the
Navy, assigned responsibilities and study committees within
the Navy Department. The purpose of these working committees
was to develop the Navy Standard Requisitioning and Issue
Procedures based on the requirements of MILSTRIPo Since the
new procedures would have many ramifications which would
affect Navy inventory control and fleet supply support pro°
cedures, BUSANDA obtained assistance and contributions from
the Navy Bureaus , field supply activities, CNO, ONM, and
fleet and force commands In developing NAVSTRIP
21MILSTRIP Operating Manual, op u pit % 2 a
22Military Industrial Supply Agency (MISA) Notes.




The culmination of the arduous task of developing and
documenting; new requisition and issue procedures, by many
Navy officers, civilians and enlisted men, was reached with
the initial publication of the NAVSTRIP Operating Manual 9
NAVSANDA Pub . 408 on 15 January 1962 , This publication,
issued by authority of the Secretary of the Navy, contained
instructions for guidance of all persons in the Naval Estab-
lishment, The procedures became effective on 1 July 1962 a
11 * NAVSTRIP Purpose and Scpjge
The following is a brief review of the purpose and scope
of the Navy Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure (NAV-
STRIP), Since this paper is devoted to a discussion of re-
quisitioning only, and specifically as it affects the re qui-
sitioner at a nonmechanized activity, many important and
ancillary aspects of NAVSTRIP will net be included,, In order
to give a general overview of the material-ordering process
by Navy activities the procedures and forms used by fleet
activities will be summarized^
As stated above, the NAVSTRIP Operating Manual was
developed with the combined efforts of many Bureau, field and
fleet supply and operating personnel. It did not purport to
provide detailed instructions for all possible requirements
and tasks involved in the ordering and issuing of material
within the Navy, Its main purpose was to provide policy,
procedures, forms, and formats which were to be used by all
elements of the Navy Supply System In the implementation of
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NAVSTRIP*^3 This, in effect , resulted in a completely new
concept of supply operations for the Navy Supply System*,
The procedures, forms, formats and documentation pre-
scribed by NAVSTRIP were mandatory upon all Navy requis.i°
tioners (including Marine Corps activities when requisi-
tioning material from the Navy Supply System) requesting and
supply support activities furnishing items of supply The
procedures were also applicable to all requisition-type
documents processed or originated by Navy Inventory Control
Points, Bureaus acting as control points and/or other man-
agement echelons creating requisitions and placed upon any
elements of the Navy Distribution System, Army, Air Force*,
General Services Administration, and the Defense Supply
Agency. The detailed procedures for processing NAVSTRIP
documentation by shore stations were predicated on conven-
tional electric accounting machine and manual systems
„
Activities employing ADP equipments were required to deve":
internal procedures and programs to accept and produce the
forms and formats dictated by NAVSTRIPo
11X0 Exclusions from NAVSTRIP
The standard procedures were designed for ordering
federally stock-numbered items and manufactured items (such
as repair parts without a FSN assigned) readily identified
by a part number and manufacturer's identification ccde u
Such commodities as perishable subsistence items, bulk fuel,
23U C So Navy Department . NAVSTRIP Operating Manual,




lubricants,, oceanographic charts, and library books and
items which required commercial purchase action and intra-
station transactions were excluded from NAVSTRIP.
All of the excluded Items and transactions are ordered
and processed in accordance with special procedures which
prescribe separate forms. These special procedures are pro-
vided in the BUSANDA manuals and instructions j other Bureau's
instructions; and in individual activity supply manuals and
instructions,, None of these procedures will be discussed^
except to note that practically all of them are designed for
manual processing,, For Navy intrastation supply transactions^
v/ith the exception of BUWEPS managed activities , the simple
and manually prepared Request for Issue or Turn- In y DD Form
1150 is used in most cases. BUWEPS activities are directed




The NAVSTRIP procedures are based on a. single line Item
(one stock number) requisition and issue to a single custo-
mer for mechanized as well as manual operations. The forms
employed in NAVSTRIP ares
1 DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document
(Manual), DD Form 1348
„
2 DOD Single Line Item Requisition System D>,. m -
(Mechanized), DD Form 1348nio






Descriptions and uses of the above forms are given In Fig-
ures 1 through 3.
Vu Uniform Materiel Issue Prior 3_ty_ System
An integral and vital part of MILSTRTP and NAVSTRIP is
the Department of Defense Uniform Materiel Issue Priority
System (UMIPS)o CNO implemented UMIPS within the Navy by
OPNAVINST 4614. 1A. A copy of this Instruction is included
as Chapter 10 of the NAVSTRIP Operating Manual The system
encompasses a "Priority Range" expressed numerically from
01 (highest) to 20 (lowest) u Each requisi tioner must deter-
mine the priority of each order on the basis of his activity's
Force/Activity Designator and the end use application of the
item requested. 24
VI ° Special R_Qquir;eme_nt
s
Another phase of requisitioning that is of particular
importance to military requisi tioners Is spelled out in con-
siderable detail in NAVSTRIP. This is the method for sub-
mitting and processing emergency requirements by and for
fleet and shore activities. For these requirements maximum
use of high-speed communications and transceiver facilities
are required. The U. S. Navy and other military depart-
ments utilize the most modern equipment for communications
between CONUS and overseas activities^ and the requisition-
ing of emergency requirements are processed with maximum




from a deployed fleet unit is shown In Figure 5»
In addition to the special rules for preparing naval
message requisitions, follow-ups y and cancellations , NA7-
STRIP also provides special Instructions for the following
commodities and/or transactions as they apply to fleec units
and Navy shore activities,,
1 » Fuels and lubricants*
2 e Subsistence ( Provisions
)
3. Aviation Material,,
4. Allowance/Load List deficiencies resulting from
Allowance List revisions or Supply Overhaul
5. Ordering from mechanized and nonmechanized ships
6. Material turned in to store ashore
„
7. Fleet Controlled Material
8. Follow-up and cancellation of requisitions*
9 s Ammun i 1 1 on
„
VII. Preparation of the DP Form 1548 (Manual)
To provide the reader with a general idea of how requi-
sitions are manually prepared and submitted by naval acti-
vities for routine FSN items or easily identified part
numbered items, a summary of general requisitioning ins true-
tions for Navy fleet units with Supply Corps officers
attached is given below. °
Forms Used * The DOD Single Line Item Requisition
System Document (Manual), DD Form 1348, is used to requi-
sition all material (with FSN or Mfg part no.) needed by




NAVSTRIP Requisition Forma t
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nonmechanized fleet units „ The four -part DD Form 1348
is normally used to requisition from shore activities and
from mechanized ships t The six-part form is used to re-
quisition from nonmechanized ships
Preparation and Entries on Re qu
I
s j_t i on s a The following
data is entered on DD Form 1348 (Manual) by ballpoint pen
or typewriter * (See Figure 6 ) Pencil entries on the forms














The accounting number, name,
and address of the activity
to which requisition is for-
warded is entered in the
clear, e u g 0$ 189 NSC
Norfolk, Va»
The accounting number, name
s
and hull number of the
requisitioner is entered in
the clear, e g Ol, 52192 USS
JOHN PAUL JONES ' (DD 932
)
The appropriate three-digit
Document Identifier Code is
entered, e go, A01 indicates
an order for a F3N item for
overseas shipment
«
The appropriate code to
identify the activity to
which the requisition is
submitted is enteredo Rout-
ing identifiers agree with
the activity shown in data













The appropriate code to de-
fine the type of status to
be furnished, to designate
the activity to receive sta-
tus, and the communications
method of transmission of
status information 5s entered,
e«g uy "2" means "send ex-
ception status to requisi-
tioner by transceiver B "
Re When FSN items are or-
dered
,
the four-digit PSC is
entered in data block 4 and
the seven-digit FUN is en-
tered in data block 5« If
applicable y the four-digit
Technical Supply Management
Code (TSMC) is entered in
data block 6 e
Stock
Number
4-6 bo When the requisition is
submitted for a manufacturer's
part number, the Manufact-
urer y s Identity Code and
Part Number (maximum limit




The two-letter Unit of Issue
for the item being ordered











Quantity of item required is
entered. Maximum of 99,999






requisi tioner 's service; the
requisitioner 's accounting
number; the Julian Date of
the requisition^ and the ser
ial number of the requisi-
tion is entered as follows
g
"N" is entered for Navy
The accounting number of the



























The four digits representing
the Julian Date on which the
requisition is transmitted
is entered. The first posi-
tion represents the last
digit of the calendar year u
The last three positions in-
dicate the numeric consecu-
tive day of the calendar
year* e o g 0S 2^52 is 21
February , 1962
A four-digit serial number is
entered for each individual
requis iti on <.. Serial numbers
are assigned ranging from
0001 to 9999
The appropriate single char-
acter Demand Code is entered
When applicable j, the coded
address of the "ship to" and/
or "bill to" point (if other
than the requis iti oner ) or




A single position alpha cod©
to identify the "ship to" and/
or "bill to" address is en-
tered
,
e.g.j "A" means "ship
to and bill the requisitioned"
The appropriate two-character
code is entered to indicate
the accounting data to be
charged when material is
issuedo
First positions the alpha
code identifying the acti-
vity which in addition to the
requis iti oner or supple-
mentary address is to receive
supply status is entered^














Second and Third Positions
s
the appropriate Navy Stores
Account Code and cognizance
symbol is entered , e u g oc
"IN," w2N, n or the two-char-
acter cognizance symbol^
e. go>1 "KZo n
If this space Is not required
for location data y this data
block is used to enter app
i
priate Project Codes s e„g u()
777 means "Aircraft Out Of'











The Priority Delivery Date of
the assigned Issue Priority
Designator is considered to
be the Required Delivery
Date^ therefore, no Required
Delivery Date is entered in
data block 21 except under
the following conditions
s
a t When material is required
before the Priority Delivery
Date to meet scheduled de-
parture of a ship or deploy-




bo When material is not re-
quired until after the Pri=
ority Delivery Date 2 to meet
scheduled repair., overhaul or
fitting out requirements
o
When a Required Delivery
Date is used p it is the Jul-
ian Date o
The appropriate two-character
code is used when instruc-












A Manually Prepared POD Single Line
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Field Legend Block Explanation and Instructions
Remarks Field L-V This field is used to convey
of Requisition any additional information
not provided for in the re-
quisition format When used,
Document identified A05 or
Ajzfe must be entered „ This
indicates that the requisi-
tion cannot be mechanically
processed until a clerk re-
views and takes the appro-
priate action.. An example
of the use of this space is
to write out special shipping
instructions for a deployed
shi p o
VI 1 1 . Action on Requisit ions^ bj£ Iss_u ing_ Act j vity
Nonmechanized fleet units prepare requisitions as brief-
ly outlined in the preceding section Those units which have
EAM equipment available key punch the appropriate "order"'
data in the DD Form 1348m „ It is noted that the requisition
document requires no approval signature prior to submission
Some Type Commanders have required that their ships » and
units' requisitions be signed by the Supply Officer or his
appointed representative to provide for a review of their
correctness prior to submittals, Normally, the requisitions
are submitted by hand or mailed to the appropriate source of
supply specified in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Man-
ual or the Fleet Commanders Requisitioning Guide Copies of
requisitions are distributed as shown in Figure 7 C
Requisitions requiring approval of higher authority are
submitted under letter of transmittal via the appropriate
chain of command for approval In accordance with current In-
structions . The approving authority will either approve the
57

issue of the quantity requested (or a partial quantity
)
y in
which case it is forwarded to the supply source^ or reject the
requisition and return it to the requisitioner
KAVSTRIP anticipates that Navy Stock Points y and all
other Department of Defense stock points s will process the
requisitions and issue material within the "time frames' 1
established for the applicable priority designators The
"time frames" established for each issue group of priority
designators not only govern the time allowed a stock point to
process a requisition and issue the materials, but the time
frames also establish the earliest time that a requisitioner
can prepare and release a f ollow-upc.~^
Information of action taken or being taken on certain
requisitions is known as status data and categorized under
NAVSTRIP as: Exception Status (for Priorities 1-20 h 100%
Supply Status (for Priorities 1-10 only
)
i and Shipment
Status. NAVSTRIP provides that the ashore supply points and
issuing activities, in the course of processing requisitions,
will provide status when requested by the requisitioner The
request for status is indicated on the requisition by the
Media and Status Code*
Upon receipt of the manually prepared requisition^ the
mechanized supply activity - or supply department of a non-
supply activity - key punches the data into an appropriate
material release EAM card y for processing through Stock





Table of Distribution of the POD Single Line Item
Requisition System Document (Manual ) , DD Form 1549
Four and/or Six Part Set
, Bj_ Forces Afloajt
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE DOD SINGLE LINE ITEM REQUISITION SYSTEM
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the DD Form 1348 (Manual) is processed through the Stock
Control Section for issue action. When the item requested
is available for release (issue), the inventory balances
are reduced, and the DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt
Document, DD Form 1348-1, is prepared and forwarded to the
appropriate warehouse for shipment of material
If the activity is mechanized, the Release/Receipt doc-
ument is prepared by EAM equipment „ If the activity is not
mechanized, the form is normally typed for release of mater-
ial o The requisitioner receives the material with a copy of
the DD Form 1348-1 filled out as shown in Figure 8, From the
information shown on this form the requisitioner can record
receipt of material on local inventory records or simply turn
over the material to the actual user of the material,,
IX « Summary
This brief review of some parts of NAVSTRIP which re-
late to the preparation of a requisition and release of
material by a supply point, is not intended to be complete
or thorough* It should, however, give the reader some
idea of the complexities involved in the system With the
many codes and qualifications for processing of documents 9
one can readily see that an extensive amount of indoctrin-





POD S jngle Line Item Release/Receipt Document y
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CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES OP SELECTED
U„ So CORPORATIONS
I ° Me thod of Research
In order to obtain a general overview of commercial
requisitioning procedures and sample forms 39 U B S „ corpo-
rations were requested to forward information for analysis
The companies were selected from the Fortune "Top 500" of
1962 in order to get a cross section of large corporations
from various industries „ No scientific sampling technique
was employed in the selection of companies; however, suffi-
cient coverage was made to provide some indication of re-
quisitioning procedures in several types of commercial
operations . Samples of letters forwarded to these companies
are included in Appendix I „
Early Results „ Initially, the responses from the IBM
Corporation and Montgomery Ward were very encouraging in
conducting this researcho Both of these companies were most
co-operative in providing helpful information,,
The IBM Corporation has made *_ number of studies, both
industry-wide and by specific commercial business, on methods
and procedures for developing and practicing more efficient
control techniques for inventory and material management and
product support* Copies of a number of their General Infor-
mation Manuals were forwarded for use in this study. These
"Manuals" were most helpful in providing a background in





During a personal visit to the Montgomery Ward Distri-
bution Center, Oakland , Calif ornia, on 3 February 1964,
several company representatives were most co-operative In
providing helpful information. Since this company has em-
ployed a mechanized system - IBM 1401 computer and appro-
priate peripheral equipment - for order-processing during a
relatively short period (about one year) and is still deve-
loping procedures, operating instructions have not been
finalized and published „
Survey Responses A listing of the other companies
contacted by correspondence or personal visits and an ex-
planation of Information provided is appended as Appendix II
It is noted that of the 39 companies to which letters were
forwarded, 18 companies or 46% replied „ There were four
negative responses. Samples of company replies are appended
as Appendices II J through VI.
Survey Conclusi ons „ Even through there were several
cases in wh'ch companies expressed a willingness to assist
in this research effort, there were also those that ex-
plicitly or implicitly indicated refusal to - or an air of
reluctance toward - providing copies of their procedures and
forms „ For example, Mr A u F, Kimmel, Manager, Financial
and Labor Cost and Statistics, U. So Steel Corporation^
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, replied as follows? "Our material
acquisition and disbursement procedures are designed to meet
specific needs compatible with over-all corporate principles
and are not available for release/' Other similar responses
which amplify this tone are provided in Appendices V and VI u
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Some companies provided copies of sample forms but either
would not or could not provide written company procedures,,
Three companies expressed a willingness to provide in-
formation if a personal visit could be made to one of their
branches. It is believed that other companies would have
been willing to provide helpful information by a personal
visit to one of their nearby plants or branches. Limited
time available for this study did not permit the pursuit of
this possibility* At least, the short discussions during
personal visits by the writer tog Montgomery Ward Distribu-
tion Center, Oakland, California; Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Retail Store, Salinas, California; and National Biscuit Cc,
Sales Branch, San Jose, California, were most profi table
Reviews of their procedures are included in later sections
of this chapter
„
Based on the experiences expressed above
s
the following
conclusions are made from this surveys
1, Information requested was not provided by indus-
trial or business firms either because they did
not formally document their internal requisition
processing procedures or because they considered
them semi-proprietary
o
2„ Much effort, time and funds are being devoted to
the reduction and simplification of paperwork,
improved forms design, and inventory information
flow processes in industry and business
3 9 If a company is co-operative in providing infor-
mation regarding such a detailed internal operating
64

procedure as requisi tioning* the best method for
obtaining i t .is by a personal visit to a company
order processing office
„
II. Rev lev/ of Montgomery Ward Stock Order Procedure
The following summary of Montgomery Ward's procedures is
based on information provided by personal interviews with Mr*
H G. Schragg, Unit Merchandise Manager* Hard Lines, and Mr
„
Jorgenson, Assistant Production Manager* as well as later
correspondence with Mr* Schragg o The writer expresses sin=
cere appreciation to both of these gentlemen for their assis-
tance Definitions of important terms are included in Chap-
ter I,
Retail Store Stock Order Processing Merchandise is
inventoried periodically and recorded on the Merchandise
Record. Based on a given sales period* the needs are comput-
ed for an individual article and recorded on the Record, The
merchandise record clerk reviews the Basic Lists and the Mer-
chandise Record Book to determine order requirements By
noting the article number* and other pertinent information,
the proper Retail Store Order Card (IBM prepunched card -
see Figure 9) Is selected from the file* Ordering Is always
done by individual article
Normally* the mailorder house provides a prepunched
Retail Store Card to the retail store for each article in
Pool Stock. When the mechanized system was inaugurated*
each store received a deck of IBM order cards for each arti




Montgomery Ward Retail Store
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received a new order card after submittal of each order
When ordering, the following Information is mark sensed on
the Retail Store Order Card in the space provided % un
selling price, quantity ordered (must be in multiples of
Minimum Order Quantity); and warehouse number of the source
from which ordered. All other essential information for
the order, such as article number and unit of issue, is
prepunched in the card and interpreted
„
If a prepunched card is not available in the file, a
yellow Request Purchase/stock Order Card (see Figure 10)
is used to order mechandlse. All of the above information
is indicated in the appropriate block with a marksensing
pencil a Stock order cards are mailed to the mailorder house
(Control Store) In regular store order card envelopes
This system and these forms are used for all "routine'"
replenishment of retail store merchandise which is stocked
by the Control Store. Normally v retail store orders are
shipped by the mailorder house within three days after re-
ceipt of the order cards. One -day service can be obtained
using "customer order" forms for individual customer ordei
Mailorder Hou s
e
Stock Order P] esg ing . When the 3
cards are received in the Distribution Center (mailorder
house or Control Store ) s a Stock Order Is prepared (Sec
Figure llo) The Stock Order is prepared mechanically using
the IBM 1401 computer <. The following Information is printed
on the Stock Order based on the Retail Store Order Card or
Request/Purchase Stock Order Card and instructions and data
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1. Disposition Code. (See explanation below.)
2o Article Number - as many as 21 articles may
be listed on each Stock Order.,
3. Suffix Code - indicates whether article can
be shipped in container in which stored in
the warehouse - parcel post or mail; needs
packing for shipment - parcel post; or is
large enough to require packing and crating
for freight shipment
„
4. Size, color, and description of articleo
5. Number of labels - needed for shipment,
6. Stockkeeping units
„
7. Filling unit - standard pack unito
8. Quantity ordered - converted to L'OQ units
9. Unit cost,
10. Unit selling price„
11. Total cost,
12. Selling units ordered - conversion of fill
units or standard pack to unit that is sold
over the counter
.
13. Total sell - selling units times unit selling
price o
14. The Stock Order will show the total cost and
sell amounts for "Total Omission" and "Total"
excluding omits > I e„, items not in stock or
unidentifiable article numbers
At the time the Stock Order is mechanically prepared^
certain out-of-stock conditions may be known and will be
noted in the "Disposition" column with such codes as follows
s
P0-1 Out of Stock - Reorder in ten days; PO-3 Discontinued -
Do not reorder; PT-2 P. T 2 - Hold; and SL-10 Ship
Later within ten days. Any item printed on the Stock Order
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The mechanically prepared Stock Order is a four-part
form with the following copies!
Original (White) Charge Copy
Duplicate (Yellow) Receiving Copy
Triplicate (Pink) Control Copy
Quadruplicate (Blue) Acknowledgement
The retail store receives the acknowledgement copy of the
Stock Order and retains it in the open order file pending
receipt of material. Usually, this is when the new pre-
punched Retail Store Order Card is received by the Retail
Store, so a card is always available for reorder, Control
of document processing is maintained within the Distribution
Center by use of the control copy of the Stock Order,, The
receiving and charge copies of the Stock Order are forwarded
to the warehouse floor where material is stored, so that
shipment can be made and recorded on the charge copy The
receiving copy of the Stock Order is forwarded with the
merchandise to the retail store The charge copy is for-
warded to the retail store attached to the "Charge Register* '"
The Charge Register, which is sent to the retail store semi-
weekly, contains the detail of the charges made for each
Stock Order, including any adjustments made for shlp-laters
or ommissions.
Retail Store Stock - Order Processing Upon Receipt of
Merchandise . A space has been provided on the Stock Order
for "quantity received „" The retail store completes the
receiving operation by checking the merchandise against the
receiving copy of the Stock Order and entering quantity
actually received in the space provided. All omissions and
71

ship-laters are indicated on the receiving copy of the Stock
Order to assist the receiver in checking for receipt of tho36
articles actually shippedo
Upon completion of the receiving and marking operations,
the receiving copy of the Stock Order is forwarded to the
merchandise record clerk, who adjusts the stock order total
at the bottom of the form, if necessary, for items actually
received and any items for which a disposition code was in-
dicated by the Distribution Center, In the case of ship-
laters an acknowledgement copy of the ship-later Stock Order
will follow and be processed in the regular manner. The
merchandise record clerk posts all receipts to the Merchan-
dise Record and other records as appropriate
Manual Stock Orders . The smaller stores and those
outside the Oakland Distribution Center Region, which have
not been indoctrinated in the mechanized procedure and pro~
vided prepunched IBM cards, prepare a Store Stock Order (see
Figure 12„) This form is prepared manually and submitted to
the mailorder house for retail store stock requirements „ The
information provided on the manual form is basically the same
as that annotated on the mechanized form The mailorder
house processes these stock requests using mechanized pro-
cedures, i e e
,
mechanical preparation of a Stock Order as
outlined above.
Summary , The above review of the Montgomery Ward order-
processing, even though not complete by any respects, gives
a good indication of the type of sophisticated system being
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feature .is the obvious effort by the Issuing warehouse to
make the reorder of an article as simple as possible
«
IIIo Sears , Roebuck ; £o S t o c k Order Procedures
The information provided below is rather incomplete^, due
to the difficulty in obtaining; copies of company procedures „
This company was somewhat hesitant in providing many current
details concerning; their order processing Mr. R u Co Rives v
Public Relations, Sears, Roebuck & CCoj Pacific Coast Admin-
istrative Offices, Los Angeles, California^ stated in his
letter of March 5, 1964: "As you can understand, many of
our procedures have been developed at considerable cost In
money and experience. Therefore, they must be treated as
confidential information." A partial explanation for this
attitude was given during a Management School field trip to
the Sears Catalog-Order Plant in Los Angeles on April 30 s
1964.
Company officials explained that the Los Angeles plant
is in the process of developing new mechanized retail order-
processing procedures; therefore, it is difficult to provide
a comprehensive set of actual operating ins tructions
„
The current procedures are described, as best as poss-
ible, based on a Sears Training Handbook entitled s Hand -
book for UBC Employees Retail Basic Trainings This hand-
book was provided by the personnel manager of the Salinas
Retail Store during a visit to the store. Key terms are
defined in Chapter L
Retail Store Merchandise Ordering from Control Store
or Pool Stock
.
The Standard Requisition, Form F14125,
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(see Figure 13) is used for ordering merchandise from the
Control Store or Pool Stock* Preparation and distribution
of this form will be described below. Overprinted requi-
sitions are used mainly for initial seasonal orders o These
requisitions which have stock numbers and unit of issue
overprinted are furnished to the retail stores with most
seasonal lists and simplify the writing of initial orders
*
Completely preprinted requisitions are furnished on a regu-
lar basis when the volume of orders from all stores is ex-
pected to be great enough to make preprinting economical
„
The percentage of times this occurs is unknown*
The preprinted forms usually have UBC page numbers s
stock numbers with descriptions of items, the name and
address of the source (or Control Store), terms and shipping
instructions already printed on therm Blank spaces are
left for quantities and prices* Another type of requisition
which has some information preprinted is the Special Promo-
tion which is used for special events*
To order merchandise for resale the division manager
counts merchandise, figures orders, and indicates the
quantity to be ordered on the applicable UBC pages* Based
on this information, the ordering section prepares requisi-
tions <> Generally, the following information is hand -written
or stamped on the Standard Requisitions
1. Date of order*
2. Shipping date for initial stock - for stock
reorders, no date is specified*
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4. Retail Store Number*
5 c Number of Division placing order .
6. Control store or pool stock name - In
Ship From space
.
7. Control Store Number.
3c UBC page numbers of items being ordered
o
9. Stock numbers of items being ordered.
10o Color (s) of items ordered, if applicable.
lie Names of Items = In description/size column,,
12 c Percentages of excise tax,, if applicable
13. Total quantity of each item ordered - orders
to Control Store or Pool must always be in
multiples of control store pack*
14. Unit in which each item is ordered, i e os
ea
,
pair, etc* - must agree with selling
unit.
15. Selling price of each item.
16. Unit to which each selling price applies*
17. Name of person preparing order.
18. Name of store manager or other person author-
ized to order merchandise. This person must
sign the order.
Each requisition is serially numbered and accounted for
according to this number. As many as 15 items may be ordered
on each requisition. However, initial orders are prepared
separately from reorders, and special Items are ordered on
separate requisi tions . Also, separate requisitions are
prepared for orders from different control store departments.




Original (Black) Order and Shipping Copy
Duplicate (Red) Charge Copy
Triplicate (Green) "On Order" File Copy
The Original and duplicate of the requisition are for-
warded to the Control Store or Pool when orders are sub-
mitted. The triplicate is retained in the "on~order" fj
of the retail store's receiving room. The original is re-
turned to the retail store by the Control Store or Pool at
the time of shipment with the merchandise ordered o The
duplicate is returned to the retail store with a tabulated
listing of all shipments to charge the store for merchandise
shipped
.
When merchandise is checked in by the retail store s the
original (black) copy of the requisition is forwarded to the
Unit Buying Control Ordering Section. If all merchandise
ordered is received, a receiving room employee circles the
delivered quantities shown on the requisition^ In this case
the unit buying control ordering clerk circles the quantities
of merchandise ordered on the appropriate UBC pages and in-
dicates this "posting" on the original copy of the requi-
sition. The requisition is then forwarded to the auditing
department
,
If some of the Items on the requisition are not shipped
or partial quantities of some Items are not shipped^ the
Control Store or Pool explains the omission by stamping a
code number on the requisition next to the items omitted,,
These codes may indicate that the items are back-ordered for
later shipment, merchandise is discontinued^ quantity
changed to control store pack, omitted - store error such as
78

wrong size or color, etc. In these cases appropriate nota-
tions are made on the UBC pages In the retail store ordering
section, and action is taken according to the instructions
of the codes.
Retail Store Ordering of Supplies and Equipment and. Pur-
chases Direct From Source . Retail stores may order supplies
and equipment for their operation from the Control Store with
the Supply and Equipment Requisition (see Figure 14.) This
form is filled out and processed In much the same manner as
that described above for ordering merchandise.
When the UBC pages indicate that merchandise is to be
ordered from source, a purchase order Is prepared listing
appropriate descriptive Information, quantities, etc., and
mailed directly to the vendor. Purchases are made under
contracts that are consummated by the Buying Department of
the Parent Store or Branch.
Summary o This brief discussion of the Sear's stock
ordering procedure describes the traditional and completely
manual method of placing orders in many merchandising com-
panies, et . al » Forms similar to the ones used by this
company have been in use by many for a number of years. Even
though they are relatively easy to fill cut, partially due
to the fact that most elements are more or less self-explan-
atory, their preparation is time-consuming, and they do not
lend themselves well to expeditious processing in large
volumes by the supplying warehouse. This is true in spite of
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As noted in several discussions with company officials,
this company, as well as many others, is in the process
of breaking; away from tradition by changing procedures to
utilize EAM equipment and computers in order processing
„
IV. National Biscuit Company Stock Unit Order Proce dure
The following outline of NABISCO'S requisitioning sys-
tem is based on the information provided during a personal
interview with Mr. W. N. Petersen, Manager, and Mr. Dennis
Clardy, Operations Supervisor, at the National Biscuit Com-
pany Sales Branch in San Jose, California,, The writer ex-
presses sincere appreciation to both of these gentlemen for
their assistance. It was pointed out during the interview
that the National Biscuit Company does not provide written
instructions for the entire requisition process to the Sales
Branches. Therefore, this discussion is limited to the
preparation and submission of orders by the Sales Branches
to the Bakery and Shipping Branches . Definitions of key
terms are provided in Chapter I.
Mechanized Stock Order Procedures . The "Kardex" Stock
Control Records are reviewed once a week to determine the
quantities of each product on hand. Based on a given sales
period, the forecasted sales are computed for each product
and recorded on the stock record cards. The order clerks
review the stock control records weekly to determine which
products have been marked by the manager or operations super-
visor for ordering.
For each product to be ordered, a prepunched Shipping
81

Branch Product Card, Form 3503 (see Figure 15) is selected
from the file,, Ordering is done by individual product .
Different products are ordered from designated Bakery and
Shipping Branches . In the case of the San Jose Branch, most
products are ordered from the bakery and shipping branch in
Portland, Oregon. Each bakery and shipping branch sends
several prepunched and interpreted decks of product cards for
the products they bake to each sales branch that they serve.
This provides the sales branches with sufficient sets of
order cards to do most of their ordering
.
The following information is prepunched and interpreted
on each product card: sales branch number; product number;
abbreviated product name; and bundle units To place an
order for a product the order clerk simply indicates, with
a mark sensing pencil, the quantity ordered in the appro-
priate spaces o Product order cards are assembled and pack-
aged for each order point with a separate "header" card
showing the number and location of the source and the date
of the order. The cards are mailed weekly to the proper
bakery and shipping branch.
Sales Branch Shipping Order Processing . After a deter-
mination is made of quantities available for shipment and the
Product Cards have other pertinent data punched into them,
the Bakery and Sales Branches mechanically prepare a Shipping
Order, Form 3511 (see Figure 16.) Some type of IBM equipment
is used to prepare this document. The Shipping Order indi-
cates: shipping destination, i.e., sales branch code number
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bundles; number of units; and bundle, gross weight, and
cube of each product shippedo Also, certain out-of-stock
conditions may be noted on the Shipping Order . The original
of the Shipping Order is sent to the sales branch with a
copy of the B/L and other shipping and charge documents
.
Upon receipt of the Shipping Order and the shipment of
products, the order clerks list, by hand, the product code
numbers and quantities (bundles) which should be in the ship-
ment on the Inventory and Receiving Sheets, Form 38 (see
Figure 17) and sends them to the receiving personnel to
check in the product shipment. Quantities of bundles actu-
ally received are indicated on the Inventory and Receiving
Sheets by the receiving personnel and returned to the order
clerks. The order clerks reconcile any differences of quan-
tities listed on the Shipping Order and enter quantities
actually received on the stock control record.
Summary . In spite of the lack of information con-
cerning the processing of documents at the issuing branch,
this review does provide sufficient facts to indicate that
a company concerned with national distribution of products
has developed a simple, efficient and expeditious method for
processing their branches' orders with modern mechanized
techniques. As in the case of Montgomery Ward procedures,
it is interesting to note the emphasis on ease of reorder by
the sales distribution outlet.
V. Continental Can Co . Re qui si ti oning Procedures
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33 to reflect the established policy of the Purchasing De-
partment o One important function of this manual is to pre-
scribe procedures and forms for ordering materials at all
levels of the organization - both internally and from out-
27
side sources. The Purchasing Department's functions and
responsibilities primarily concern the procurement of mat-
erials; however, one of their responsibilities is to provide
assistance in controlling inventories. They deal with the
Production Control group on matters concerning types and
quantities of materials and supplies purchased for stock and
direct use in the manufacturing process. The Purchasing
Department reviews requisitions for quantities requested,
types of materials requested, and determines the best source
for purchase as well as the best delivery methods . A very
close control is maintained to insure that requests for
materials are approved and signed by duly authorized plant
or department representatives
.
co Within the organization,
requisitions may originate in any department. The forms used
and a brief explanation of their processing is discussed
next
.
Internal Requisitioning . The Material Wanted Form 149
(see Figure 18 ) is used for requisitioning stores items.
Depending on local practice within the plants, it may also
be used to withdraw production materials from inventory. The
^Continental Can Co. Procedure Manual No. 33 -




requisitioner manually fills out the form indicating the
ordering department, charge and credit accounts, use of mat-
erial, description, quantity, unit of issue (as many as nine
items may be ordered on each form), the initials of the de-
partment head originating the request for material and the
date. The form is submitted to the stores clerk in the
storeroom for issue of the material.'" When the material
is in stock, the stores clerk breaks out the material and
issues it, then gets a receipt signature on a copy of Form
149. Copies of the issue documents are forwarded to the
accounting department for financial accounting purposes
„
To maintain maximum and minimum balances of stores items
the storekeeper initiates a Requisition, Form 151 (see Fig-
ure 19) or uses a Repeating Requisition, Form 3559 or 3560
(see Figure 20). These purchase requisitions are forwarded
to the Purchasing Department for procurement action.
Purchasing Re qui si ti onlng . Requests for items which are
normally not stocked are initiated on either the Requisition,
Form 151 or Repeating Requisition, Form 3553 or 3560. The
Requisition, Form 151 is used to request the Purchasing De-
partment to purchase low usage or one-time requirements of
materials, equipment, or supplies from outside suppliers, or
to effect a between factory (B/F) purchase transaction. When
it is known that the materials or supplies normally requi-
sitioned on Form 151 will be ordered repetitively, the requi-
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UJ Entered by requisitioner.
NOTE: "Unit" and "Description" will be sufficiently detailed so as to
identify material for stores clerk.
\7J Entered by stores clerk.
NOTE: "Price" will correspond to "Unit" indicated by requisitioner. "'"
will be used by stores clerk when posting to stores inventory record
card (refer to &-8.07.01).
\3) Entered by person receiving material.
4 Calculated and entered in accordance with local practice.
(5) For Accounting Deportment use, when preparing account distribution.

Figure 19
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(Information outlined below for form 151 (short form) applies also to form
151-1 (long form) which provides space for additional Items under "Quantity",
"Unit", "Description" and "Price")
NOTES
1. Requisition form 151 will be used to request the Purchasing Department to purchase ma-
terials, equipment and supplies from outside suppliers, or to effect a between factory
(B/F) purchase transaction.
2. Plants that use mechanized system for ordering material for stores or between factory
(B/F) orders will use the form developed for this procedure in place of form 151
.
3. When It Is known that the material or supplies requisitioned on form 151 will be ordered
repetitively. The requisltioner will mark "Repeot" after any such items. Purchasing
Department will prepare Repeat Requisition, form 3559 (or 3560) to be used for future
requisitions of such material

Figure 20
Continental Can Co , Repeating; Requisition




(SAMPLE FORM FOR ITEM ORDERED ON REGULAR PURCHASE ORDER)
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VENDOR COOI VENDOR'S NAME AND ADDRESS
Stoner-Mudge Co., Div.
American Marietta Co.
2000Westholl St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
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prepares a Repeating Requisition, Form 3559 or 3560 to be
used for future requisitioning of such items
.
The Repeating Requisition is used for reorder of such
items as production materials, stores items, lubricants,
office supplies, machine repair and overhaul parts, etc.,
which are ordered on a repetitive basis either by regular
Purchase Order or Blanket Purchase Order . Forms 3559 and
3560 are of identical design, except for size Form 3559
is for use in "Kardex" file and Form 3560 is for use in a
"Vi si -Re cord" file. Both of these forms contain necessary
information to describe the items and to effect purchase,
such as procurement sources, terms, etc. The requisi tioner
must simply indicate the desired quantity and delivery date
to initiate a new order through the Purchasing Department
,
This use of a "repeating" or "traveling" requisition is
typical of many companies. The main purpose of this method
of requisitioning materials and supplies is to save time
and paper work for ordering items with relatively high usage
rates
.
Mechanized Requisitioning ,, Even though the manually
prepared Material Wanted, Requisition, and Repeating Requi-
sition Forms are evidently in common use in the Continental
Can Co. plants and offices, there is an indication in Pro-
cedures Manual No. 33 that mechanized systems exist also
One of the notes regarding the preparation of the Requi-
sition, Form 151 states:
Plants that use mechanized systems for ordering
material from stores or between factory (B/F)
92

orders will use the form developed for this
procedure in place of Form 151.^0
No information regarding mechanized requisitioning systems
was provided by the Continental Can Co
Summary . Based on the literature - books and periodi-
cals - read during this research, this company appears to
have a typical manual requisition system for a manufacturing
company. A simple form is used for internal requisitioning,
a standard purchase type requisition used, and a "repeating"
requisition is utilized to the maximum extent possible for
repetitive use items which must be purchased. Also, some
mechanized procedures are being employed within the requi-
sitioning processo
VI o Aero jet -General Corporation
Requisitioning Procedures
This company's requisitioning procedures are briefly
explained based on information provided by the Azusa, Cali-
fornia Plant.
Stores and Purchase Re qui s it ions « The Stores and Pur-
chase Requisition, Form No. 00-030-001 (see Figure 21) is
the official company document for requesting supplies and
services. It is a seven-part interleaved carbon set which is
prenumbered for control and reference purposes. This form
is initiated by the requisi tioning department for delivery
of supplies or services to a particular contract or




inventory account. -1 Requisitioners in the using depart-
ments manually prepare the form as outlined in Figure 21„
All requisitions for materials, supplies, purchased parts,
services, etc., are forwarded to the Material Control De-
partment for processing. The head of the requisitioning
department or his authorized representative must sign all
Stores and Purchase Requisitions
„
The Material Control Department reviews all requisi-
tions for completeness and accuracy, and records receipt of
each document by control number in a log registero A search
of the inventory records is made to determine if the items
requested are available for issue „ Quantities of items
available are preposted to stock cards prior to issue of
material . The requisitions are then forwarded to the Stores
and Traffic Department, which in turn delivers the material
to the using department and gets a signed acknowledgement of
receipt on a copy of the requisition. The original requisi-
tion is returned to the Material Control Department where it
is priced and forwarded to the Accounting Department for re-
cording of the charges .32
Stockroom Issues , The Stockroom Requisition, Form 10-
090-004 (see Figure 22) is used to withdraw overhead supplies,
33-Aero jet-General Corporation, Azusa Plant Materials
Operating Procedures, (Forms - Processing and Control
Stores and Purchase Requisitions) Section III, No„ 3 1,
January, 1962: 1.
32Aero jet-General Corporation, Azusa Plant „ Materials
Standard Operating Procedures, (Stores and Purchase Requisi-
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company -owned inventory, and direct charge materials from
the Sub-Stores for use on the owning contract. ^3 Sub-
stores are established to provide materials in the most con-
venient locations in relation to work areas.
Stockroom Requisitions are serially numbered with the
Sub-Store number followed by a serial number assigned in
numerical sequence as the requisitions are completed. The
requisitioner initiates the Stockroom Requisition, prepared
manually, for withdrawal of materials required „ The Sub-
Stores stock clerk reviews the Stockroom Requisition for
completeness, issues materials, and gets receipt for mater-
ials at the time of withdrawal After the issue, the orig-
inal and one copy of the Stockroom Requisition is forwarded
to the Material Control Department for processing,, The
Material Control Department posts stock records to reflect
quantities issued, forwards copies of requisitions involving
cost transfers from company-owned inventory to Data Pro-
cessing for cost tabulating. 34
Material Ordering by IBM 1001 Data Transmission System
.
The IBM 1001 Data Transmission System is a combination
telephone/tab card transmitter whereby data can be read auto°
matically from cards, or keyed on a ten-digit keyboard, and
transmitted over telephone wires to a receiving station
where the transmitted data is automatically punched in tab
33Aero jet-General Corporation, Azusa Plant. Materials
Standard Operating Procedures, (Forms Control - Stockroom
























































































































































































cards for processing. The Data Transmission System is used
to facilitate the requisitioning, purchasing and receiving
of standard supply Items covered by a blanket purchase agree*
ment. An objective of the Data Transmission System/Blanket
Purchase Agreement is to have the supplier maintain a local
stock of Items for next-day delivery,.
The blanket purchase agreements provide that the seller
furnish: 36
1. Prepunched/preprinted "header" and item
"order cards."
2. A three-part packing slip with the delivered
item(s )
.
3. A daily invoice of delivered items
„
4 A monthly summary invoice of delivered items e
5. A monthly detailed tab listing of items
delivered during the month and year to date
totals
„
When an item is to be reordered under the Data Trans-
mission System, the ordering department pulls the corres-
ponding item "order card" (see Figure 23 for sample cards)
and notes the date and quantity required in the "ordered"
column of the card. The "order cards" are forwarded to
Purchasing Services. Upon receipt of the "order cards"
Purchasing Services transmits the data to the applicable
supplier per IBM 1001 Transmission Operating Ins tructions
S^Aero jet-General Corporation, Azusa Plant Materials
Standard Operating Procedures, (Material Ordering by IBM






The "ordered''* column of the order cards are initialed and
returned to the ordering department by the end of the day.
The ordering department holds the cards for which orders
have been transmitted in a suspense file pending receipt of
materials from the supplier,.
Summary Aerojet-General's requisitioning procedure
is probably typical of the aircraft industry in general.
At least, it is very similar to the procedures used by the
other aircraft manufacturing companies that forwarded infor-
mation. A brief resume of the Douglas Aircraft Company is
contained in their letter in Appendix IV, and sample forms
from Douglas and the Boeing Company are also included in
Appendix IV,
From the information provided, the Aerojet-General
Corporation does not appear to employ as much mechanized
processing of internal requisition documents as the Douglas
Aircraft Company. However, the use of the IBM 1001 Data
Transmission System for streamlining the purchase of mater-
ials and supplies and the use of Data Processing for cost
tabulating indicates a definite application of mechanization
It is noted that the requisition and purchase documents in
the aircraft industry must contain much identifying infor-
mation for material ordered due to the nature of the




Aerojet -General Corp . Sample Order Cards
Used to Requisition from :
Garrett Supply Co .
Frey Industrial Supply Co
.
Using the IBM 1001 Data Transmission System
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VI. Summary of Commercial Requi si tion.ing Procedures
The review of previously discussed company procedures
(and others) indicates a trend toward increased mechanization
of certain phases of requisition processing in business and
industry. Specifically, the initial preparation of EAM size
order cards and the "automatic" production of an issue docu-
ment from the prepunched order card are the most frequently
mechanized phases. Perhaps the two most common reasons for
this are the relative ease of document preparation, and the
ability to process many documents expeditiously and accu-
rately for the issue of material, When mechanized systems
are installed, efforts are usually made to extend the key
punch preparation of requisitions as close to the requisi-
tioner level as possible „ This is accomplished in some com-
panies by forwarding prepunched order cards to their retail
outlets for simply indicating, by mark sensing, quantity de-
sired to reorder stock
Another reason for mechanization, which is probably not
as widespread as the two just mentioned, is that coded and
key punched requisition order cards used for recording mater-
ial issues or expenditures are essential for extensive appli-
cation of mathematical inventory models, such as optimal
Reorder Point and Economic Order Quantity (E0Q) o The same is
true, of course, for the processing of material receipt and
demand data.
It is generally accepted that the ultimate goal of all
requisition systems is to provide an inventory control pro-
cedure dependent upon easily prepared and expeditiously
101

updated record of material on hand and on order. Actually,
to be effective under any control procedure, the material
or inventory manager must have some way of maintaining an
accurate material balance record, so that he will know v/hen
to reorder . To accomplish this, many U, S 8 corporations have
found that the use of EAM and ADP equipment and their nec-
essary operating procedures are the best way to record, store,
and report inventory data (and other types of data) for re-
quirements analyses and management decision makingo
In the process of changing from a manual system to a
mechanized one, forms, formats, and procedures have been
revised considerably from the traditional manual methods
employed. With the limited amount of space available on the
EAM cards and the procedural disadvantages of using "trailer"
or additional cards, only the most essential information
appears on the requisition and issue documents „ In other
words the companies that have made the change over to mech-
anized order processing procedures have been forced to make
maximum use of codes and abbreviations
,
Requisition forms and procedures used throughout in-
dustry and business concerns vary considerably; yet there
are definite similarities in some aspects , Even though the
size, shape, color of forms and the methods for preparing and
processing them does differ from company to company, there is
always a requirement for basic information regarding the
request for and issue of materials and supplies „ Also, these
requirements are usually established and enforced or moni-
tored by some central group within the organization.
102

The .information gathered by this study indicates that
in practically all companies a simple anc1 manually prepared
requisition document is used for internal material movements
from the main warehouse or shop store to the user of mater-
ials and supplies. Purchase requisitions and procedures
vary according to the type of industry involved and the
nature of materials being purchased; however, the basic re-
quirement for a complete description of the item(s ) ordered
and the delivery and payment terms is somewhat the same in
all cases. Normally the authorizing and signing of requisi-
tion documents, especially purchase requisitions, is of great
concern in companies that do not employ mechanized procedures
for internal order processing. This is an explicit part of
the controlling of who orders materials and supplies and how
much. Those companies that use mechanized order-processing
procedures do not require that the order cards be signed for
approval. Perhaps this is because they have sufficiently
tested the automated decision rules prior to implementation
and have confidence in both the validity and reconstruction
of the order data.
In general, the purchase requisitioning procedures and
forms are given much more attention and are subject to more
stringent requirements. Many efforts were noted in regard
to simplifying and streamlining these procedures * There
appears to be fairly wide use of the "traveling" or "re-
peating" requisition for recurring or repetitive purchases




In the case of mailorder houses, and other companies
that are concerned with the distribution of their products
through company-owned wholesale or retail outlets, the
quantities of stock orders usually correspond to units of
the manufacturer's factory pack. For example, the mailorder
company "Control Store" forces the retail store to reorder
so-called minimum order quantities, based on factory pack of
the producer, when submitting stock reorders. This is con-
sidered an economical method of purchasing, issuing, and
shipping materials and supplies. Nevertheless, it is noted
that in all these cases individual customer orders are
filled in any quantity ordered, without regard to the quan-
tities in a factory pack. In other words, if a customer
orders one or two shirts from Montgomery Ward, they will be
shipped in these quantities, irrespective of the fact that
the manufacturer has packed six to the box
Even though the complete requisitioning and issuing pro-
cedures in industry and business have not been analyzed, it
does appear, from the information reviewed, that insofar as
the requisi tioner is concerned, the process is not compli-
cated. There is an effort in most cases to make the matter
of preparing and submitting requisitions as simple and easy
as feasible, with the possible exception of requiring
approval signatures in certain cases. This in itself does
not in any way indicate that the entire system is not complex
and that there are not many problem areas.
In any large company, inventory management is a diffi-
cult and extremely important function in the organization,,
104

In spite of the fact that centralizing control of inven-
tories in the Material Control, Production Control, or even
the Purchasing Department improves the management of mater-
ials, all departments are involved in the successful opera-
tion of established procedures. Since all departments must
order materials for their day-to-day operations, the requi-
sitioning procedures and forms must be well-developed,
easily understood, and in some respects standardized if




COM' ON ELEMENTS AND SOME PROBLEM AREAS
IN REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES
I, Common Elements
Based on the review made in this study, of various
requisitioning procedures used by industrial and business
concerns and the Department of the Navy, some inferences of
common elements can be made These elements, considered
essential to the development, establishment, and operation of
an efficient requisitioning procedure as part of the over-all
inventory control system, can be summarized as follows:
lo Requisitioning procedures and forms are de-
signed to facilitate the accurate recording and reporting of
material issues or expenditures . This is a necessary ele-
ment in maintaining an up-to-date balance of material on
hand <,
2» In all procedures a determination is made as
to the organizational units and individuals which may ini=
tiate, approve, and submit requisitions for materials and
supplies . Implicit in this decision is a determination of
what types and amounts of materials may be ordered and/or
approved for issue or puchase by whom After this is deter-
mined, controls and a means for enforcing them are usually
established within a central inventory control group
3, In the case of stocked items, procedures and
forms are designed to fit the type of inventory control
106

system employed, i.e., centralized or decentralized^ Since
centralized control of inventories is most often employed,
procedures and forms are usually designed to permit requisi-
tioning and issue of materials only from or through a cen-
tralized storage location - either a main warehouse or shop
store arrangement in the appropriate work area
4. Procedures and forms for local issue, i.e.,
intra-company or intra-ac ti vi ty orders of materials and
supplies, stress simplicity and expeditious movement of items
from the storage location to the user. In this respect pro-
cedures must be easily understood and carried out Also,
forms are small and filled out by pencil, pen, or typewriter
at the user level. This could be called the hand - to -hand or
face - to -face method
.
5. For materials movement from a central storage
location to distant operating units (or in the case of the
IT. S. Navy, a mobile unit such as a ship) the requisitioning
procedures and forms are more complicated, demanding, and
elaborate. This is, in part, due to the need to transmit
the order information by mail or fast communication system
This can be called the request and shipping methodc
In all cases the need exists for an easily prepared,
transmitted, and processed form which contains essential in-
formation such as material identification, billing informa-
tion, and appropriate delivery ins tructions There is a
definite trend toward utilizing mechanized procedures, forms,
and formats for these requisitioning needs,
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6o The requisitioning procedures and forms used
for materials or supplies that are not stocked, or are tem-
porarily out-of-s tock, are the most demanding and exacting
of all procedures. This is due to the fact that these items,
usually, are purchased directly from a manufacturer or
commercial distributor, which results in the initiation of a
formal purchase document, such as a purchase order or con-
tract. This can be called the direct buying method
In all cases special procedures and forms are employed
to request the purchasing department to obtain needed mat-
erials and supplies . The normal procedure is for many copies
of a manually-prepared purchase requisition document to be
submitted to the purchasing office by the requisi tioner A
complete description of the item(s) required, date of deliv-
ery dssired, and other information essential to effect the
purchase is included in the purchase requisition,. In manu-
facturing companies a traveling requisition, which contains
the above information, may be used to request the purchase
of recurring use I terns s Based on the information provided by
the requisi tioner, the purchasing office prepares the formal
purchase document
„
There are few fully mechanized systems employed in this
method of requisitioning, and yet there are probably some
real potentials for developing more efficient and time-saving
methods „ Several companies, such as the Colgate-Palmolive
Company, 38 have devised requisition-order systems to
S^Dowst, So Copying System Turns Requisitions Into
Orders, Purchasing, v„ 55, Aug 12, 1963: 58=59o
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eliminate order-typing of purchase documents by utilizing a
multi-purpose purchase requisition which serves as an order
from the requisitioner , and as a purchase document to be for-
warded to the vendor. A considerable amount of time and paper
work is saved here by preparing only one document for both
purposes, and reproducing copies for purchasing requirements
on a machine such as the 3M Thermofax "Encore" machine ^
The only example of a completely mechanized requisition-
purchase system noted during this study was the Aerojet-
General Corp. application of the IBM 1001 Data Transmission
System for recurring purchases of items under blanket pur-
chase orders, 40
7, In all systems consideration is given to the
design of forms to meet specific needs of the groups pro-
cessing requests for materials and supplies „ Simple forms
and formats are utilized for the hand - to -hand method, more
elaborate forms are used for the reques t and shipping method,
and comprehensive forms which require a considerable amount
of precise information (specifications) are utilized for the
direct buying method,, These latter forms are the most com-
plicated for the requisitioner to prepare
8. Most forms are designed to permit ease of pre-
paration, i e
,
logical order of entering required informa-
tion, and convenience of transmittal and processingo These
59IMd.




aspects are considered under both manual and mechanized
requisitioning procedures
,
9 Procedures are usually developed and forms de=
signed by the central inventory control group; however, all
using departments are given an opportunity to review and make
suggestions concerning the methods and forms used in requisi-
tioningo After agreements are reached concerning the proper
methods and forms for use at various levels, procedures are
usually issued (in writing) to insure that all personnel
concerned are given sufficient guidance to follow the speci-
fied system Once instructions have been issued, training
classes are conducted by the central training or inventory
control groupo Also, a considerable amount of training is
conducted on-the-job by responsible supervisors
II, Some Problem Areas
While there are some problem areas peculiar to the
military requisitioning procedures and their implementation,
due to the vast number of items required for operations and
the many requisitioners involved, there are also some pro-
blems that occur under practically all sys terns
„
The first and perhaps most significant problem in
developing and designing a requisitioning procedure is that
of insuring that it meets the needs of both the inventory
control group and the requisitioner , Procedures must be
responsive to the needs of the over-all inventory control
system, which means providing accurate and complete data
to manage the materials necessary for production and other
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operations, while at the same time enabling the user or
requisitioner to obtain his materials with relative ease and
expediency <>
Once the proper system (as determined by management)
has been developed and approved for installation, it must be
prepared, distributed and explained to all concerned„ This
can present quite a training problem depending upon the
sophistication of the system and the number of units and
personnel involved,, Indoctrination and training of per-
sonnel is particularly important, and also particularly
difficult in the case of mechanized systems where coded infor-
mation and rigid formats are required to insure accurate
data for machine processing One thing that management must
always keep in mind is that the procedures (and forms) must
be clear and logical if they are to be carried out properly
and result in efficient material management which means,
ultimately, the successful operation of the organization from
a material point of view
Such things as the following can be of real significance
in the successful operation of a requisition procedure:
(l) establishing controls to insure that materials are issued
only to those who are authorized to draw them; (2) detecting
and precluding quantitatively excessive or duplicate requests
for items; (?) reducing the loss of documents and bottleneck
operations in document processing to the maximum extent
possible; and (5) developing and enforcing criteria for the
precedence of processing orders upon receipt in the issuing
(or sales) unit, i e
,
determining which orders are processed
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first for whom and on what basis „ In Department of Defense
activities a material issue priority system based on military
mission of the requisitioner establishes the criteria for
order processing,. In business and industry scheduling
customers' orders and intra-plant requests for materials can
be a very difficult problem; it is not unusual to find that
orders are processed on a first-come first-served basis
This brief discussion on problem areas in developing
and operating requisitioning procedures certainly does not
cover all possible facets of the functions „ It does, how-








An analysis of the information obtained in this study
indicates that there are areas of similarity for comparing
commercial and Department of Defense requisitioning pro-
cedures. Specifically, the goals and objectives for devel-
oping and installing procedures; drafting and disseminating
formal instructions; and designing and utilizing forms are
all valid bases for making comparisons
«
Based on these premises and other considerations, the
following conclusions are made:
la All requisitioning procedures are developed,
primarily, to provide an efficient, economical and exped-
itious means of controlling the order and issue of materials
and supplies
o
2 Requisitioning procedures and forms serve as a
vital part of the information flow or communications system
in inventory control and purchasing,,
3, Much effort, time, and capital are necessary to
develop, prepare, and install- appropriate and efficient pro-
cedures and forms to fulfill the needs of the inventory con-
trol groups and requisi tioners
4 One major consideration In designing and
developing requisitioning procedures is the maximum reduction
of the highly undesirable and nonproductive administrative




5 The design, physical characteristics, and
printing costs of forms utilized in requisitioning pro-
cedures are very important considerations for the successful
and economical operation of requisitioning procedures Nor-
mally, these aspects do, as they should, receive much atten-
tion in developing and revising procedures
6„ Efforts have been made to standardize requi-
sitioning procedures and forms used within a given organi-
zation., Standardization is usually based on the needs of a
particular requisitioning level, such as the procedures and
forms required for local order and issue of inventory items
„
As forms and formats are standardized, efforts are also made
to design multipurpose forms, such as combination order-
purchase documents for intra-company stock ordering and dir-
ect purchasing.. Standardization of forms has proved bene-
ficial under manual processing systems and has been mandatory
for the installation of mechanized procedures «, Also, use of
standard terminology, i.e„, codes and abbreviations, and the
strict adherence to the prescribed method for preparing
documents by requisitioners , are essential in all mechanized
order-processing systems
.
7. There is a trend, in industry as well as the
Department of Defense, toward increased application of
mechanized processing of order and issue documents with EAK
equipment,, The major reasons for utilizing mechanized pro-
cessing systems are to effect economy of operation, facili-
tate more expeditious movement of operating materials to the
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end users, and to provide one of the basic inputs in a fully
or serai-automated inventory control operation,, Also, under
mechanized order processing, issue and/or sales data can be
more accurately and expeditiously manipulated for desired
management reports and analyses
80 Hopefully, with increased utilization of
mechanized and high-speed data processing systems in the
Department of Defense, inventory transaction data will "be
reported more accurately and quickly to central control
groups - Defense Supply Agency and Military Department-
managed Inventory Control Points - to permit better material
procurement and redistribution decisions in order to maximize
military readiness at given resource levels
9. The adoption (or planned adoption) of mechan-
ized data-processing methods for order/issue documents in
industry and business is an important management decision
Normally, this decision is made only after thorough and meth-
odical pilot studies for the development and debugging of
revised procedures . In the leading U Q So corporations man-
agement is quite often receptive to new systems and tech-
niques which can improve profitability „ However, each new
innovation, such as a mechanized data-processing system, must
meet strict, exacting criteria through experimentation and
evaluation from both an economical and efficiency point of
view. In spite of the fact that military departments, unlike
the business world, do not have the convenient yardstick of
profitability for measuring performance of revised procedures
such as WILSTRIP AND NAVSTIP, criteria for evaluation of
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improved efficiency, better materiel services, and increased
readiness can be developed and used prior to enforcing
changes o Until such time as proper and effective measures
are taken to evaluate and test new developments prior to their
installation - even with such a routine procedure as ordering
of materials - there will always be a potentially large risk
that efficiency of operations and readiness will actually
decrease rather than increase
„
10 o In industry and business, requisitioning pro-
cedures and forms, even those involving mechanized data pro-
cessing, are designed to assist the requisi tioner in manually
preparing his stock orders « The major consideration in
developing the current Department of Defense requisitioning
procedures was to accomodate the mechanized processing of
order/issue documents by the major military supply acti-
vities . One effect of this new procedure was to make it more
difficult to manually prepare requisitions, due to the extreme
amount of coded and abbreviated data and the inconvenient
size and design of the order card for typingo
llo Frequently, business concerns include the
requirement that satellites in a material distribution
system order from the central warehouse (or supply source)
only in units of manufacturers' factory pack The use of so-
called minimum order quantities (1VT0Q) based on factory pack
provides a savings in purchasing, storing, and issuing
41see Chapter IV for a discussion of Montgomery Ward








It is recommended that the Navy Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts conduct feasibility studies of the following pro-
posals in conjunction with the Defense Supply Agency
1 o Simpli fy procedures for the preparation of
requis i tions at nonmecnanized Navy activities .. Consider-
ation should be given to providing aids, such as prepunched
order cards, for these requi si tioners to order operating
supplies, as is done by merchandising firms discussed in
this report o It is realized that the many variables in
coded NAVSTRIP requisitions, the infrequent reorder of many
low-demand items, and the need for mobile units to submit
orders to various supply points present problems in devel-
oping this proposal o Nevertheless, assistance of this type
is necessary to reduce the current workload of requisition
preparation at nonmechanized activities,,
2 o Develop a simpler and more conveni ent size
document for use as a_ requi s i ti on by nonmechani zed Navy
acti vi ties „ Since the DD 1348 forms are not being punched
for direct entry into mechanized or automated data-processing
systems, their preparation by manual means creates an un-
necessary administrative workload at the nonmechanized
activities. The utilization of a larger size form which is
easily typed could provide considerable savings at these
activities . The test of the Consolidated NAVSTRIP Requi-
sition Form which was authorized by BUSANDA Notice 4400 S33o3
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of 2 4 June 1963 was an effort to accomplish such a pro-
posal* However, It might be more efficient and practical
to depart from the standard NAVSTRIP requisition coded for-
mat in designing such a form c No doubt, there are problems
in developing this proposal, but they are not necessarily
insurmountable c
3 o Install addi tional EAM key punch equipment in
nonmechani zed Navy ac ti vi ties for the prepare tion of requi-
sitionso Perhaps, this is the most practical and feasible
alternative in reducing the administrative workload of
requisition preparation at these activities Providing
these activities with basic key punch capabilities would
permit them to utilize the mechanized forms and formats for
which NAVSTRIP was designed „ At the nonmechanized shore
stations, which have a mission of providing supply support
to tenant and fleet activities, the installation of EAM
equipment for preparation of Release/Receipt Documents DD
Form 1343-1 is also a necessity to reduce this administrative
workload problem,,
4o Other areas of study for possible improvement
and simplification of NAVSTRIP are: inclusion of more
"plain language" information in lieu of coded data on all
documents to make them more meaningful to "laymen"; printing
out of more information in the clear on the Release/Receipt
document (in addition to the coded information); developing
procedures and designing forms necessary to adopt the
traveling requisition concept at selected shore stations;
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utilization of optical character recognition equipment to
reproduce data on manually-prepared requisition source
documents on magnetic or paper tape for direct entry into
the data-processing and/or transmission systems (this would
be an effort to overcome the present input bottleneck cre-
ated by the requirement for key punching input documents);
utilization of optical "scanners" to read and translate
"plain language" information on source documents ir to coded
requisition format for entry into data-processing and/or
transmission systems; and installation of additional AUTODIN
or other rapid data transmission system in additional shore
stations and ships to expedite transmission of requisition
data from more Navy activities
A final recommendation that is not necessarily related
to NAVSTRIP, per se, is that consideration be given to the
further application of minimum order quantities of manu-
facturers' factory pack as a unit of issue with:n the Defense
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I am commencing research for a Master's thesis as part of my
graduate (Navy Management) studies at UNSPGSo My advisor for
this endeavor is CDR So E. Blandin, SC, NSN, whom you may
remember from the Navy Executive Seminar held in San Jose on
November 4, 1963 „ He has indicated that you may be able to
help me in gathering research material for my papers
Since I have been involved in material and inventory manage-
ment during a good portion of my career as a Supply Corps
officer, I have selected one aspect of this field as the sub-
ject for my paper: namely, Material Requisitioning (Ordering)
and Issuing Systems and Procedures
„
In this study I am not concerned with the computational
methods used for ordering and stocking materials; I will de-
vote my paper only to the procedures and forms used to order
and Issue material after the order quantity has been deter-
mined o
It is my desire to collect and summarize information on the
material ordering and issuing systems of commercial corpora-
tions (with related forms) in an effort to compare and con-
trast them with MILS TRIP and UAVSTRIP.
If they are available, would you please forward one copy of
the "Material Control" and "Product Support" portions of the
IBM Aerospace Industry Study? CDR Blandin thinks these may
be of assistance in developing my study,,
Sincerely yours,
/S/ William B* York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN







29th Ave, and E, 14th St
Oakland, Calif,
Dear Sir:
I am commencing research for a Master's thesis as part of
my graduate studies in Navy Management at USNPGS
„
Since I have been involved in material and inventory man-
agement during a good portion of my Navy career, I have
chosen one aspect of this field as the subject of my paper:
namely, Material Requisitioning (Ordering) and Issuing
Systems .
It Is my desire to collect and summarize information on
material ordering and issuing systems and forms from your
company and others, in an effort to compare commercial prac-
tices with those used in the U, So Navy Supply System, My
intention is to review commercial procedures and forms for
possible applications in military logistics systems.
In this study I am not concerned with methods used for com-
puting requirements for ordering and stocking material J My
paper will be devoted simply to procedures and forms used
to order and ship an item from warehouse to customer, or to
a retail store after the order quantity has been determined.
Would you please forward copies of your training or organi-
zational instructions on this subject with sample order,
issue (invoice), and stock-control record forms for my
review? Any information that you can provide will be
greatly appreciated.
It is possible that I could arrange a trip to Oakland if,
in your estimation, such a visit would be valuable in
gathering information.
Sincerely yours,
/S/ William B, York, Jr
LCDR, sc, usi:

Uo So Naval Postgraduate School




I am collecting information for a Master's thesis as part
of my graduate studies in llavy Management at the U, S
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
Since I have been involved in material and inventory man-
agement during a good portion of my Navy career, I have
chosen one aspect of this field as the subject of my paper:
namely, Material Requisitioning (Ordering) and Issuing
Systems
It i s my desire to gather and summarize information on
material ordering and issuing systems and forms from your
company and others, in an effort to compare commercial prac-
tices with those used in the U S. Navy Supply Systerru My
intention is to review commercial procedures and forms for
possible applications in military logistics systems.
In this study I am not concerned with methods used for com-
puting requirements for ordering and stocking material My
paper will be devoted simply to procedures and forms used to
order material for stock (in warehouses or shop stores) or
use in the manufacturing process „ I am also concerned with
procedures and forms used in issuing material from the ware-
house, shop store, or storeroom to the production line or
office for use
Would you please forward copies of your training or organi-
zational instructions on this subject with sample order,
issue, (or job order), and stock-control record forms for
my review „ I will be glad to return any and all of this
material if desired „ It is not Intended that my paper will
be published, and it will be used only within the Navy Q








SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE FROM Uo So CORPORATIONS
IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION REGARDING
REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES AND FORMS
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SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE FROM U. S. CORPORATIONS
COMPANY NAME AND ADDRESS REPLY INFORMATION PROVIDED
Internation Business Machine
Corp OJ Western Regional Off-
ice, Los Angeles - IBM Plant,
San Jose, Calif*
Yes General information









Yes No information pro-
vided by mailo Suggest-
ed visit to Retail
Store Manager in
Salinas, Califo
Yes No information pro-
vided by mailo Suggest'















New York, N* Y*
Westinghouse Electric Corp*
Pittsburg, Pa*
U* S* Steel Corp*















Some forms from mail-
room supervisor* A
booklet entitled: Stock-
keeping System Guide *
Limited information on
desired subject*

























National Dairv Products Corp
New York, N.y".
General Foods Corp
White Plains, N. Y.
Borden Company
New York, N„ Y.
REPLY INFORMATION PROVIDED
No None
Yes Procedures Manual and
forms provided by Air =
plane Div and Aero-
space DiVo




Yes Procedures outlined in
letter, and sample
forms o











New York, N. Y.
















vided by raailo Suggest-
ed visit to Sales Branch
in San Jose
None c
None o Negative reply
None o





COMPANY MAKE AND ADDRESS
Pillsbury Company
Minneapolis, Minn






Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co,
Akron, Ohio
U S Rubber Co.
New York, N Y„
Continental Can Co Q
New York, N Y
American Can Co
New York, N. Yc
REPLY INFORMATION PROVIDED
No None o






























Yes Many forms -used by
retail stores and
manufacturing compan-







Companies replied 18 (46%)
Companies not replying 21 (54%)
Negative replies 4
Companies providing some information
either through mail or company
visits 13
Companies providing enough information
to describe in some detail their
procedures and forms used 9

APPENDIX III
LETTERS FROM : MONTGOMERY WARD
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO. AND NATIONAL BISCUIT COo
THESE LETTERS RESULTED IN COMPANY VISITS




tfmemi &j/ft<M 2825 E. lUh St., Oakland 16, California • KEllogg 3-1300
January 21, 1964
William B. York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN




I have your letter addressed to the Educational
Director regarding forms and procedures used in
our order handling.
It is my opinion that if you could arrange it,
a visit to our Kail Order House x-rould be advisable,
Because of the complexities of the operation,
observation would better enable you to determine
just what phases you would like to cover.
If you could let us know when you would like to
visit our House, we will arrange for someone to
confer with you.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Pacific Coast Administrative Offices
2650 East Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles 54, California
March. 5, 1961+
Mr. William B. York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN




This will acknowledge your letter of
January 16, 196I4. relative to your research
for a Master's thesis.
As you can understand, many of our procedures
have been developed at considerable cost in
money and experience. Therefore, they must
be treated as confidential information.
Nevertheless, 1 am certain that we will be
able to cooperate with you to some degree,
and therefore, would like to make the follow-
ing suggestion to you.
Please contact Mr. J. H. Ogilvie, Manager
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
1002 So. Main Street
Salinas, California
I am sure that he will be glad to assist you
in every way possible.

db
o) NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
42S PARK AVENUE Telephone: PLaia 1-5000 PLEAS? REPLY TO: P.O. BOX 29
NEW YORK 22. N. Y. N E W YO R K I 7 . N . Y .
February 24, 1964
Mr. William B. York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
P. 0. Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Mr. York:
In reply to your inquiry, we regret that we have
no printed information on material requisitioning
.
We would suggest that you visit our nearest sales
and distribution branch where you may obtain a general
idea of how we operate. This would be our San Jose
branch at 298 Bassett Street, San Jose, Calif. The
manager there is Mr. W. N. Petersen.

APPENDIX IV
LETTERS FROM COMPANIES \P»HICH PROVIDED
PROCEDURES AND FORKS HELPFUL IN








U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 26?1 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Subject: Information for a Master's Thesis
Dear LCDR, York:
Enclosed are the procedures and forms you requested. Hope these represent
the data you are seeking and will aid in the successful completion of your
Master's thesis.




Continental Can Company, inc.
Vfe,




Lieut. Commander William B. York, Jr.
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Commander York:
In answer to your letter of January 28 addressed to the
Educational Director, we enclose organizational instruc-
tions on material requisitioning and issuing in this
company.
We hope this material will be helpful to you in the prepara-
tion of your master's thesis.
CI i n r> e> t <=» 1 \r imm* a

THE AJsLSt . COMPANY
AERO - SPACE DIVISION • P.O. BOX 3 WASHIN(
February lU, 196k
TO
William B. York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Post Graduate School
Post Office Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Mr. York:
Your letter of January 28, asked for information to assist in the prep-
aration of your thesis.
The enclosed procedures and forms related to the Aero-Space Division
operations are sent to
.
ou per your request.
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\.THE A COMPANY
AIRPLANE DIVISION • P. O. BOX 707 • RENTON. WASHINGTON
February 25, 1964
IN REPLY REFER TO
6-4411-2-373
Iff. COMMANDER WILLIAM B. YORK, JR.
U. S. Naval Base Graduate School
P. 0. Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
My dear Commander York:
In accordance with your request of January 28, 1964, we are enclosing
instructions and forms used to requisition materials. As we understand
your request, the information covers only the preparation of:
(l) requisitions authorizing purchase of materials and (2) requisitions
authorizing release of materials from stores or warehouse.
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Mr. William B. York, Jr.
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 2671, (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Sir:
In reply to your request for information on Material Ordering and Issuing
System I am enclosing forms used by Douglas Company, Missile and Space
Systems Division.
As a major part of our procedures are written to handle the variable within
our basic procedures or philosophy of operation, perhaps a short descrip-
tion of our basic procedure would be more desirable.
All manufacturing materials for the end item are listed from the blueprint
by the Material Release Department in Engineering or Planning. These re-
quirements are accumulated by contract number and sent to Material Control
for recording on Inventory Records.
Material Control creates a Purchase Requisition and sends it to Purchasing
Department for procurement of material. After receipt of material it is
issued on Planning withdrawal paper to the shop.
Material Control establishes requirements on Maintenance, Repair and
Operating Supplies by computing an average Monthly Consumption (AMC) using
the average of the past six months usage. Quantities to be ordered are
established by Economical Order Quantity (EOQ)Method.
Enclosed are the basic forms used in our procedures with a note on each to
identify its function.
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Mr. William B. York, Jr.
L CDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Post Graduate School
P. 0. Box 267I (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Mr. York:
Thank you for your letter of January 28, I96U requesting
information on Material Requisitioning and Issuing Systems.
Our material acquisition and disbursement procedures are
designed to meet specific needs compatible with over -all corporate
principles and are not available for release. We are not, therefore, in
position to respond to your request with any material that, in our
opinion, would be useful to your current study.

<%mo' > Motor Company
The American Road
Dearborn. Michigan William B. York, Jr.
LGDR, SC, USH"
U. S, Navai Postgraduate School




The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
Thank you for your inquiry.
We consider it a privilege to assist, students with special research
projects whenever possible. Our assistance, however, must be
limited to those subjects on which we have materials or informa-
tion available. Since your project requires a compilation of data
that is more extensive than we can undertake, or the use of clas-
sified information, we are unable to assist you further in this study.
We appreciate the, interest that prompted you to write, and hope








Mr. William B. York, Jr.
LCDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Mr. York:
Although we obviously have procedures
to carry out all these functions, the
materials are not readily available
in printed form which we can offer you.
We are sorry we cannot be of help to
you in this matter.
Thank you very much for writing and we




LETTERS FROM COMPANIES WHICH EXPRESSED





A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
IURBANK .'-_ CALIFORNIA 91503
March 6, 1964
Bl
LCDR W. B. York, Jr.




This responds at last to your letter of January 28, 1964, addressed
to the Educational Director, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, which
has been handed to me for attention.
The enclosed manual on Procurement Planning no doubt contains
much material not precisely pertinent to your thesis. It does contain
much of the ordering philosophy, though, so will probably be of some
help.
The enclosed facsimile forms and descriptions of their use may be more
in point.
We hope this material will be helpful to you. When it has served its
purpose, it may be destroyed. I am sure you understand that we would
not like to have any of it published without our first having an oppor-
tunity to review the material.

REXALL DRUG X CHEMICAL COMPANY
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
8480 BEVERLY BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90054
February 11, 19§k
Lt. Commander 'William B. York, Jr.
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office 3ox 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California, 939hO
Dear Mr. York:
Our "contribution" to your study is be-Lug sent to you in
a separate package, and I hope it will be of some assistance
to you. This is in reply to your request of January 28,
addressed to "Educational Director".
Unfortunately, there are no formal prcc s or instructions
that we can furnish, but we are sending a .-.
_
-. of pounds
of forms which are used in stores, manufacturing plants and
warehouses. They have been gathered for us in our accounting
department and have been tagged in an informal fashion. We are
a little shorthanded at present or we would have dresseu the
packets up a little more.









Mr. William B. York, Jr.
LGDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Mr. York:
Thank you for your recent letter requesting information on the
General Motors requisitioning system.
Since General Motors operates on a decentralized basis, each of
our divisions is in charge of its own purchasing. Therefore, I
suggest you write several of them directly asking for the information
you need. I am sure they will do their best to help you.
The enclosed booklet, "A Look at GM", contains any divisional
addresses you might need.
We appreciate your interest in General Motors, and if we can be
of further assistance to you, please let us know.
Sincerely,

Western ElecMc Companyincorporated' *
195 Broadway. New York. N. Y. 10007
Area Code 212 571-2345
February 21 , 1964
COMMANDER WILLIAM B. YORK, JR.
LCDR, SC, USN
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
P. 0. Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Commander York:
I have attached copies of some of the forms we use
to requisition material, payroll accounting, hilling, and
purchase of material. Also, included are forms for tele-
phone company requisition on Western Electric and U. S.
Government requisition on Western Electric for non-project
or contract items.
I hope these forms will help you in -che preparation
of your Master's thesis.
Thank you for your interest in Western Electric.

The Sherwn-V/iluams Co.







LCDR William B. York, Jr.
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School
Post Office Box 2671 (SMC)
Monterey, California
Dear Commander York:
Perhaps the enclosed forms used by our Purchasing
Department will be helpful to you in connection with your study
of material requisitioning.
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